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CHARACTERIZATION OF ASTEROIDAL BASALTS 
THROUGH REFLECTANCE SPECTROSCOPY AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DAWN MISSION.  
P. A. Abell1, D. W. Mittlefehdlt1, and M. J. Gaffey2. 
1Astromaterials Research and Exploration Science, NASA John-
son Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, USA. 2Dept. of Space 
Studies, Univ. of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND 58202, USA. 
 

Introduction:  There are currently five known groups of ba-
saltic achondrites that represent material from distinct differenti-
ated parent bodies.  These are the howardite-eucrite-diogenite 
(HED) clan, mesosiderite silicates, angrites, Ibitira, and North-
west Africa (NWA) 011 [1].  Spectroscopically all these basaltic 
achondrite groups have absorption bands located near 1 and 2 
microns due to the presence of pyroxene.  Some of these meteor-
ite types have spectra that are quite similar, but nevertheless have 
characteristics (e.g. spectral slope, band depths, etc.) that may be 
used to differentiate them from each other. 

Spectral Characteristics:  Laboratory analysis of spectral 
features from meteorites and terrestrial samples has been used in 
the past to help make connections to various bodies located 
among the asteroid population [2-4].  Based on similar tech-
niques, analyses of various spectra of basaltic achondrites have 
demonstrated clear distinctions between some of these groups.  In 
particular, the spectral signatures of such basaltic achondrites as 
Ibitira, NWA 011, and HEDs are quite different when various 
spectral parameters such as Band Area Ratio (BAR) and Band 
Centres are identified and compared.  Although Band Centres for 
Ibitira and NWA 011 are the same as those of basaltic eucrites, 
the former two achondrites have distinctly lower BAR. On a dia-
gram of Band Centre vs. BAR, Ibitira and NWA 011 plot outside 
the field of basaltic eucrites. Stannern-trend basaltic eucrites are 
compositionally distinct from the majority of eucrites [5], but 
seem to be indistinguishable from them on a Band Centre vs. 
BAR plot. 

Implications: The revitalized Dawn mission is now sched-
uled for launch sometime between June and August 2007 [6].  Its 
first target is the asteroid Vesta, which is often thought to be the 
parent body of the HEDs [7,8].  Given the various distinct ter-
rains previously discovered across the surface of Vesta [9,10], 
preliminary results from this study suggest that Dawn should be 
able to obtain spectra of sufficient quality to constrain the possi-
ble types of basaltic achondrites that exist on the surface of 
Vesta.  Since no single petrogenesis scheme is capable of ex-
plaining the formation of all basaltic eucrites, the identification 
of one or more of these meteorites on Vesta will provide an im-
portant constraint on eucrite petrogenesis. 

Acknowledgments: Various portions of this work were sup-
ported by the NASA Cosmochemistry and the NASA Planetary 
Geology and Geophysics programs. 

References: [1]Mittlefehldt D. W. 2005. Meteoritics & 
Planetary Science 40:655-677. [2]Gaffey M. J. 1976. Journal of 
Geophysical Research 81:905-920. [3]Cloutis E. M. et al. 1986 
Journal of Geophysical Research 91:11641-11653. [4]Gaffey et 
al. 1993. Icarus 106:573-602. [5]Mittlefehldt D. W. and Lind-
strom M. M. (2003) Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 67:1911-
1935. [6]Russell C. T. et al. 2004. Planetary & Space Science 
52:465-489. [7]McCord T. B. et al. 1970. Science 168:1445-
1447. [8]Drake M. J. 2001. Meteoritics & Planetary Science 
36:501-513. [9]Gaffey M. J. 1997. Icarus 127:130-157. 
[10]Binzel R. P. 1997. Icarus 128:95-103. 
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ONSET OF AQUEOUS ALTERATION IN PRIMITIVE CR 
CHONDRITES.  
N. M. Abreu and A. J. Brearley. Department of Earth and Plane-
tary Sciences, University of New Mexico. Albuquerque, NM 
87131, USA. E-mail: abreu@unm.edu. 
 

Introduction: Although some CR chondrites show evidence 
of significant aqueous alteration [1], our studies [2] have identi-
fied CR chondrites that exhibit only minimal degrees of aqueous 
alteration. These meteorites have the potential to provide insights 
into the earliest stages of aqueous alteration and the characteris-
tics of organic material that has not been affected by aqueous 
alteration, i.e. contains a relatively pristine record of carbona-
ceous material present in nebular dust. The CR chondrites are of 
special significance in this regard, because they contain the most 
primitive carbonaceous material currently known [3]. 

Results: Matrix and fine-grained rims in CR chondrites MET 
00426 and QUE 99177 were examined by TEM, focusing par-
ticularly on EFTEM (energy filtered TEM) and EFTEM spectral 
imaging (EFTEMSI) to locate and characterize carbonaceous 
material in situ. Our new observations are consistent with earlier 
HRTEM and EFTEM studies, but we have made a number of 
significant new observations. As previously reported [2], abun-
dant amorphous silica-bearing material and µm to nm-sized, 
well-faceted Fe-sulfides containing variable amounts of Ni were 
identified in the matrix and fine-grained rims of both meteorites. 
In addition, carbonaceous material is widespread in all regions 
and is often associated with sulfides. However, isolated, rounded, 
nm-sized C-rich hotspots were also common. The electron en-
ergy loss spectra (EELS) of this material are most consistent with 
amorphous C or carbonaceous phases. EFTEM spectral maps 
served to unequivocally establish a spatial relationship between 
C and N. The one example of a fine-grained rim studied to date 
in QUE 99177 is more complex than the matrices documented 
above. This rim contains abundant fine-grained (few unit cells) 
phyllosilicates and wispy and rounded Fe-sulfides. Rare olivines 
and low-Ca pyroxenes (cpx-opx intergrowths) were also ob-
served. The low-Ca pyroxenes are embedded within a ground-
mass of nanocrystalline phyllosilicates, but show only very lim-
ited evidence of alteration.  

Discussion: In general, our TEM observations of MET 
00426 and QUE 99177 show that aqueous alteration of matrix 
was extremely limited and localized. However, the one fine-
grained rim studied so far in QUE 99177, appears to have experi-
enced more extensive aqueous alteration with comparatively ex-
tensive development of phyllosilicates. Both these meteorites are 
breccias, so this phenomenon could be the result of regolith mix-
ing of materials with variable degrees of alteration. Alternatively, 
it is possible that under fluid-limited conditions, at the onset of 
aqueous alteration, hydration occurs heterogeneously within the 
fine-grained material. Factors such as the local porosity and per-
meability of the fine-grained material will be important factors in 
controlling the extent of aqueous alteration. Observations of 
minimal replacement of anhydrous phases supports the assertion 
that fluid alteration proceeded by replacement of metastable, 
amorphous material first, followed by replacement of crystalline 
grains as alteration became more advanced [4].   

References: [1] Weisberg et al. 1995 Proc. NIPR Symp. Ant-
arct. Meteorites 8: 11 [2] Abreu and Brearley 2006 Abstract # 
2395. 37th Lunar & Planetary Science Conference. [3]  Ash et al. 
1993 Meteorit. Planet. Sci. 28: 318. [4] Nuth et al. 2005. In 
Chondrites and the Protoplanetary Disk. p.p. 675. 
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Pb-Pb SYSTEMATICS OF MARTIAN METEORITES AND 
THE DIFFERENTIATION HISTORY OF MARS  
F. Albarède1 , A. Bouvier1,2, J. Blichert-Toft1, and J.D. 
Vervoort3. 1Ecole Normale Supérieure, 69007 Lyon, France. E-
mail: albarede@ens-lyon.fr. 2Dept. of Geosciences, Univ. of Ari-
zona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA. 3Dept. of Geology, Washington 
State Univ., Pullman, WA 99164, USA.  
 

Our new Pb isotope analyses of basaltic shergottites, in com-
bination with literature data, suggest that their ancient ~4.1 Ga 
Pb-Pb isochron age reflects the magmatic emplacement of these 
rocks [1]. This age, however, is in apparent conflict with much 
younger ages of ~180 Ma of U-Pb, Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd, and Lu-Hf 
mineral isochrons. We have argued that these younger ages re-
cord the last disturbance of disseminated phosphates by acidic 
brines percolating beneath the Martian surface. The counter sug-
gestion that the old Pb-Pb age reflects contamination by terres-
trial Pb [2] has been dismissed in [1] and conflicts with two addi-
tional observations: (a) shergottite Pb does not lie between mod-
ern terrestrial (SKE) and 180 My old radiogenic Pb in 
207Pb/206Pb-204Pb/206Pb space (b) SKE Pb plots well off the 
1.3 Gy nakhlite isochron; given the low Pb contents of nakhlites, 
they should be far more susceptible to terrestrial contamination 
than more Pb-rich shergottites. Furthermore, U-Pb Concordia 
plots are prone to severe artifacts and it is well established that 
U-Pb systematics in silicate rocks are disrupted by recent sub-
surface processes and laboratory leaching procedures. 

Here we use the principle of intersecting secondary isochrons 
developed for terrestrial Pb [3] to suggest that Pb isotopes in 
SNCs portray a rather simple account of Mars differentiation. 
The present-day Pb isotopic composition of the common source 
of SNCs (SKM) lies at the intersection between the two 
isochrons of nakhlites and basaltic shergottites. Within error, 
SKM plots off the geochron, but on the primary growth curve for 
a broad range of 238U/204Pb (µ) ratios. The low µ value of SKM 
[2, 4] is inconsistent with extraction of Pb into the core. Rather, 
together with Hf/Sm ratios, which are subchondritic in nakhlites 
and superchondritic in shergottites [5], it signals extraction of the 
Martian lithosphere and ilmenite fractionation during the waning 
stages of magma ocean solidification. We speculate that basaltic 
shergottites formed at 4.1 Gy from the ilmenite-rich residual 
mush, whereas the parent melts of nakhlites formed at 1.3 Gy as 
melts from the KREEP-like part of the upper mantle rich in heat-
producing elements. The lherzolitic shergottites, plotting across 
both isochrons, may represent different melts forming over most 
of the planet’s history from various sources. 

The history emerging from the present re-interpretation of 
SNC chronology solves the longstanding conundrum of multiple 
exposure ages for these samples. It also provides a straightfor-
ward explanation for the existence of variable extinct radioactive 
nuclide anomalies (182Hf, 146Sm) with implications for Martian 
mantle convection. It further removes the need for complex sce-
narios of meteorite extraction, thereby potentially improving the 
understanding of Martian cratering chronology. 

References:  [1] Bouvier A. et al. 2005. Earth & Planetary 
Science Letters 240: 221-233. [2] Borg L. E. et al. 2005. Geo-
chimica et Cosmochimica Acta 69: 5819–5830. [3] Stacey J. S. 
and Kramers J. D. 1975. Earth & Planetary Science Letters 26: 
207-221. [4] Jagoutz E. 1991. Space Science Reviews 56: 13-22. 
[5] Blichert-Toft J. et al. 1999. Earth & Planetary Science Letters 
173: 25-39. 
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THE REGOLITH PORTION OF THE LUNAR 
METEORITE SAYH AL UHAYMIR 169 
A. Al-Kathiri1, 2, E. Gnos1 and B. A. Hofmann3  
1Institut für Geologie, Universität Bern, Baltzerstrasse 1, CH-
3012 Bern, Switzerland 2Directorate General of Commerce and 
Industry, Ministry of Commerce and Industry,  Salalah, Sultanate 
of Oman. 3Naturhistorisches Museum der Burgergemeinde Bern, 
Bernastrasse 15, CH-3005 Bern, Switzerland. 
 
 Introduction: SaU 169 is a complete, light gray-
greenish stone (70 x 43 x 40 mm) with a mass of 206.45 g found 
in the Sultanate of Oman in January 2002. The rock consists of 
two contrasting lithologies. Approximately 87 vol% consists of a 
holocrystalline, fine-grained poikilitic polymict KREEP-rich im-
pact melt breccia, the other 13 vol% are shock-lithified regolith 
[1]. 
  Discussion: The regolith shows two formation stages 
and contains the following clasts: Ti-poor to Ti-rich basalts, gab-
bros to granulites, and regolith breccias. The younger regolith 
additionally contains a highland gabbronorite clast with anorthite 
(An96-97), forsteritic (Fo85) and fayalitic (Fo12) mineral clasts, and 
impact melt glass shards. The average regolith bulk chemical 
composition and its REE content lie between the soil and regolith 
breccias of Apollo 12 and 14 , with more affinity with Apollo 14 
[2,3,4]. The largest KREEP breccia clast in the regolith is identi-
cal in its chemical composition and total REE content to the ITE- 
rich high-K KREEP rocks of the Apollo 14 landing site, pointing 
to a similar source. The regolith shows characteristic lunar ratios 
of Fe/Mn (74-80) and K/U (535-1682). The Sc content, the Sm 
versus Al2O3 and the La/Yb values show that the SaU 169 aver-
age regolith is very similar to the Apollo 14 regolith breccias but 
different to regoliths from other Apollo landing sites and lunar 
far side highland regolith. All data point to a regolith origin at the 
lunar front side with strong influence from Procellarum terrane 
KREEP rocks. 
 
 Reference: [1] Gnos E., Hofmann B., Al-Kathiri A., Lorenzetti 
S., Eugster O., Whitehouse M. J., Villa I. M., Jull A. J. T., 
Eikenberg J., Spettel B., Krähenbühl U., Franchi I. A. and 
Greenwood R. C. 2004. Pinpointing the source of a lunar meteor-
ite: Implications for the evolution of the moon. Science 305: 657-
659. [2] Jolliff B. L. 1998. Large-scale separation of K-frac and 
KREEP-frac in the source regions of Apollo impact-melt brec-
cias, and a revised estimate of the KREEP composition. Interna-
tional Geology Review 40: 916-935. [3] Warren P. H. and 
Wasson J. T. 1979. The origin of KREEP. Reviews of Geophysics 
and Space Physics 17: 73-88. [4]  
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL CHROMITE IN THE 
ORDOVICIAN LOCKNE IMPACT STRUCTURE, 
CENTRAL SWEDEN.  
C. Alwmark and B. Schmitz. Department of Geology, Lund Uni-
versity, SE-22362 Lund, Sweden. 
E-mail:  carl.alwmark@geol.lu.se; birger.schmitz@geol.lu.se.  

 

Introduction: More than 170 impact craters are known on 
Earth, but only a fraction of the impactors have been identified. 
This is mainly due to the low survival rate of projectile material. 
Physical pieces of projectile material have, with a few excep-
tions, only been found at small (<1.5 km in diameter) impact cra-
ters. Larger projectiles are believed to be totally vaporized upon 
impact, leaving only a small amount of recondensed projectile 
vapor, generally less than 1% [1], mixed in with the target rocks. 
In this study a sample of the resurge deposit of the mid-
Ordovician Lockne impact structure in central Sweden has been 
searched for chromite (FeCr2O4), a common accessory mineral in 
many meteorites [2]. Chromite has a high resistance against 
weathering and diagenesis and is often the only mineral surviving 
in fossil meteorites [3]. Chromite is also a good petrogenetic in-
dicator; extraterrestrial chromite (EC) has a characteristic com-
position that differs from the terrestrial equivalent, with typically 
higher TiO2 content (2.0-3.5 wt%) and Cr/(Cr+Al) ratio (>0.8) 
and a narrow span of V2O3 (0.6-0.9 wt%) [4-5]. Furthermore the 
compositions within the EC vary with type of host meteorite [6]. 

Results and discussion: We studied a sample of 1.1 kg of re-
surge deposit, the so called Loftarstone, from the central part of 
the Lockne crater. The sample is extremely rich in chromium 
spinels, mainly chromite (125 grains kg-1). Due to post-
depositional alterations coupled to the hydrothermal system in-
duced by the impactor, the origin of several of the grains is dubi-
ous, although it is clear that the major part of the chromites are of 
extraterrestrial origin (>75 grains kg-1), most likely derived from 
the impactor. A comparison of Cr/(Cr+Al) and TiO2 with analy-
ses of recent and fossil chondrites implies that the impactor was 
an ordinary chondrite of the L group [5,7]. The impactor being an 
L chondrite concurs well with the theory that the influx of aster-
oids to earth was increased during the mid-Ordovician because of 
the disruption of the L-chondrite parent body at ca. 470 Ma [5]. 

Survival of extraterrestrial material: It is clear that the gen-
eral assumption that physical fragments of the impactor are not to 
be expected at craters larger than ~1.5 km does not hold for the 
Lockne impact structure. The fact that the impact was oblique 
and that the target was overlain by water, has probably increased 
the extent to which impact material has survived [8]. If further 
studies of other impact craters reveal that survival of chromite is 
not unique for the Lockne impact structure, extraterrestrial chro-
mite becomes a powerful instrument in the identification of other 
chromite bearing projectiles that have struck our planet.  

References: [1] Koeberl C. 1998. Geological Society, London, 
Special Publications 140:133–153. [2] Rubin A. E. 1997. Mete-
oritics & Planetary Science 32:231–247. [3] Thorslund P. et al. 
1984. Lithos 17:87–100. [4] Nyström J. O. et al. 1988. Nature 
336:572–574. [5] Schmitz B. et al. 2001. Earth & Planetary Sci-
ence Letters 194:1-15. [6] Bunch T. E. et al. 1967. Geochimica et 
Cosmochimica Acta 31:1569–1582 [7] Schmitz B. and Hägg-
ström T. 2006. Meteoritics & Planetary Science 41:455-466. [8] 
Pierazzo E. and Melosh H. J. 2000. Meteoritics & Planetary Sci-
ence 35:117–130. 
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Ne-E(L) ACCOMPANIED BY 40K.  
S. Amari. Laboratory for Space Sciences and the Physics De-
partment, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA. E-
mail: sa@wuphys.wustl.edu. 

 
Introduction: Presolar graphite carries Ne-E(L) [1], the 

component highly enriched in 22Ne. This huge excess prompted 
the idea that the 22Ne is from the decay of radiogenic 22Na (T1/2 = 
2.6 a) produced in novae [2]. Amari et al. [3] analyzed noble 
gases in the four graphite separates, KE1, KFA1, KFB1 and 
KFC1 with a range of density (1.6–2.2 g/cm3) extracted from the 
Murchison meteorite [4], and concluded that the 22Ne in KE1 and 
KFA1 (1.6–2.05 and 2.05-2.10 g/cm3) is mostly (≥ 90%) from 
the decay of 22Na. Low-density graphite grains (1.65–1.72 g/cm3) 
are characterized by 18O excesses, Si isotopic anomalies (mainly 
in the form of 28Si excesses) and high 26Al/27Al ratios (up to 0.1), 
indicating they formed in Type II supernovae [5]. From noble gas 
analyses of bulk samples [3] and of single grains [6] from the 
Murchison separates, Amari et al. [7] concluded that 22Ne in low-
density grains is from 22Na produced in supernovae and is not 
from 22Ne that was directly implanted onto the grains. Sodium-22 
is synthesized during hydrostatic burning by 21Ne(p,γ)22Na, 
where 21Ne is produced by 20Ne(n,γ)21Ne and protons are pro-
duced by 12C(12C,p)23Na in the O/Ne zone [8]. 

Discussion: In the O/Ne zone, isotopes that have a similar 
first ionization potential as that of Na (5.203 eV) include K (4.34 
eV). Potassium-40 (T1/2 = 1.27 Ga) decays to 40Ar (11.16%) and 
40Ca (88.84%). Predicted 22Na/40K ratios are 3.40 [9] and 9.77 [8] 
in the O/Ne zone of 25Msun stars with the solar metallicity. If 
non-radiogenic 40Ca and 40Ar are not overwhelmingly abundant 
and 40K was incorporated along with 22Na, elevated 40Ca and 40Ar 
abundances are expected in 22Ne-rich low-density grains. In 
graphite bulk analysis, the lighter noble gases were released in 
lower temperature steps than the heavier noble gases (Fig 2 in 
[3]), indicating noble gases were released by diffusion. In the 
figure below (data are from [3]), where 22Ne, 40Ar, and s-process 
Kr concentrations are plotted against temperatures for KE1 and 
KFA1, the 40Ar release peaks are observed between the 22Ne and 
the Kr-S release peaks. A similar release pattern is also observed 
in KFB1 (2.10–2.15 g/cm3). Argon-40 must be from the graphite 
grains and is most likely from the decay of 40K. 
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References: [1] Amari S. et al. 1990. Nature 345:238-240. 
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Introduction:  In contrast to stony meteorites, which have 

exposure ages usually not higher than a few tens of million years, 
most iron meteorites exhibit cosmic-ray exposures of hundreds of 
million years. Consequently, iron meteorites have collected 
information about the solar system, encoded in so-called 
cosmogenic nuclides, for much longer than stony meteorites. 
Therefore, iron meteorites are indispensable for long-term studies 
of solar system dynamics. For example, the still open question of 
whether there has been a long-term change in the galactic 
cosmic-ray (GCR) intensity is only accessible using iron 
meteorites. For such studies a consistent database of cosmogenic 
nuclides in iron meteorites, together with physical model 
calculations for understanding their production mechanisms, are 
mandatory. 

Experiments: After having demonstrated the reliability and 
reproducibility of our measurements, we recalibrated the 
preatmospheric center of Grant (IIIAB). The depth profiles thus 
obtained enable us to evaluate physical model calculations for 
cosmogenic production rates in iron meteorites. We also studied 
whether the production rates are affected by trace elements, e.g. 
sulfur and phosphorous. Finally, we started to measure a 
complete and consistent cross section database for the proton-
induced production of He-, Ne-, and Ar-isotopes from iron and 
nickel. Such data are necessary for reliable physical model 
calculations. 

Results: To determine shielding depths in iron meteorites, 
the ratios 4He/21Ne and 36Ar/38Ar can be used. While 36Ar/38Ar is 
lowest at the preatmospheric center, 4He/21Ne reaches a 
maximum value [3]. We measured four depth profiles for Grant 
and found a clearly different location of the preatmospheric 
center than previously assumed [1,2]. Interesting new results are 
also obtained for the influence of trace elements on the 
production rates. Based on our new experimental data (depth 
profiles, cross sections) and new Monte Carlo calculations for the 
spectra of primary and secondary particles new sophisticated 
physical model calculations for cosmogenic production rates in 
iron meteorites are established. The new results will be compared 
to results from earlier semi empirical models [1,2]. Based on the 
new model calculations the basic assumptions of the 39K-40K-41K-
dating technique will be discussed and the system will be re-
evaluated. 

References: [1] Signer P. and Nier A. O. 1960. J. Geophys. 
Res., 65, No 9, 2947-2964. [2] Voshage H. 1984. Earth and 
Planet. Sci. Lett. 71, 181-194. [3] Wieler R. 2002. Rev. Mineral. 
Geochem. 47, 125-170.  
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Introduction: MIL 03346 is one of the 7 members of the 

nakhlite group of Martian meteorites. The texture and mineralogy 
of this rock distinguishes it from other nakhlites [1]. Almost 
complete absence of crystalline plagioclase and ferro-
hedenbergitic rim on pyroxene phenocrysts are some of the 
unique characteristics of this sample. Previous Ar-Ar age study 
of MIL 03346 reported a total Ar-Ar age of 1.37 Ga [2]. Recent 
reports have also highlighted presence of exotic minerals such as 
K-Cl-rich amphibole in melt inclusions in pyroxenes and olivines 
in MIL 03346 [3]. The non-chondritic halogen ratios in nakhlites 
have been interpreted as a result of fluid activity on Mars [4]. In 
the present study we have combined measurements of step-
heating Ar-Ar ages with that of halogen contents. The work was 
conducted on ~12 mg whole-rock sample, sliced out from 1g al-
location of MIL 03346,37 from the MWG to the senior author. 
Results: The total Ar-Ar age is 1360 ± 2 Ma, similar to that re-
ported by [2].  The main release of K is between 600-900 oC and 
there is a clear decrease in age with temperature, most likely re-
coil-related. The major Cl release occurs at around 1000 oC, is 
therefore separate from K release, and accompanies the release of 
Ca from pyroxene. The measured halogen contents in MIL 03346 
are high relative to other SNC meteorites, only lower than Nak-
hla [4]. The halogen data for MIL 03346 are: Cl = 156 ppm; Br = 
0.41 ppm; I = 0.014 ppm. The halogen ratios of Nakhla are 
slightly higher than MIL (Br/Cl = 0.002; I/Cl = 6x10-5 but this 
may be explained by high Br/Cl and I/Cl ratios of martian weath-
ering components in alteration veins in Nakhla olivines [5]. For 
comparison the martian regolith Br/Cl = 0.007 and I/Cl = 16x10-5 
[6] while shergottites are more similar at Br/Cl = 0.005; I/Cl = 
3x10-5. 
The presence of K-Cl-rich amphibole in melt inclusions in py-
roxene could explain the major Cl release at high temperature 
and some of the recoil effect if 39ArK moves from the melt inclu-
sions into the pyroxene. Alternatively, 39ArK may also be re-
leased from the mesostasis glass but then we would also expect 
to see major Cl release at the same time. Between 600-850 oC 
73% of total K and 26% of total Cl are released; >900 oC the val-
ues are 21% and 67%; so the majority of halogen release pre-
sumably comes from the melt inclusions. This indicates that the 
Br/Cl and I/Cl are representative of the melt (although they may 
originate from a soil contaminated melt).  

References: [1] Anand M. et al., 2005. 36th Lunar and Plane-
tary Science Conference. Abs # 1639. [2] Bogard, D.D. and Gar-
rison, D.H. 2006. 37th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference. 
Abs # 1108. [3] Sautter V. et al. 2006. 37th Lunar and Planetary 
Science Conference. Abs# 1318. [4] Dreibus et al. 2006. 37th Lu-
nar and Planetary Science Conference. Abs# 1180. [5] Sutton 
S.R. et al. 2002. 33rd Lunar and Planetary Science Conference. 
Abs # 1278. [6] Rao M.N. et al. 2002. Icarus 156, pp. 352-372. 
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Introduction: Early in 80th Elbert King performed a series of 

vertical access solar furnace experiments with meteoritic and 
terrestrial bulk rock samples [1, 2]. Fast heating in vacuum resulted 
in the formation of large size immiscible metal droplets and 
spherules by in situ reduction of iron from silicate melts. Similar 
process was observed during experimental melting and 
vaporization of Krymka, Saratov, and Murchison samples [3-5]. 
This allowed the authors to state that temperature increase may be 
considered as the leading factor driving chondritic melts to metal 
precipitation, a process that may be called by thermal reduction 
[4].  

Genetic implications: Recognizing importance of the 
mechanism results in a fundamental conclusion that differences in 
nebular or planetary redox conditions may play a subordinate role 
in the formation of metal. At a flush heating up to 1600-1800oC the 
presence of a reducing agent (carbon, hydrogen gas) in a 
primordial system is not necessary to produce metallic iron from 
silicates. As far as the reaction 2FeO = 2Fe + O2 is highly 
endothermic, a large “amount of heat” absorbed into a super-
liquidus chondritic melt may serve as the major agent initiating the 
iron reduction process and responsible for its completeness. 

Computer modeling: These thermodynamic principles are 
accounted in the METEOMOD phase equilibria model [6]. A 
distinguished feature of this program is its ability to calculate Fe-
Ni metal reduction in two ways. (1) In parallel to the IW buffer 
conditions one can simulate metal precipitation during cooling a 
parental chondritic melt, including crystallization of Metal± 
Ol±Opx±Cpx±Pl assemblages. (2) At low values of fO2’s = const 
the separation of metal is simulated as the system is heated up from 
the silicate liquidus to higher temperatures.   

Results: Using the new version of METEOMOD [6, 7] we 
have carried out a series of calculations simulating thermal 
reduction of LL chondritic melts with variable NiO contents in the 
parent. These simulations cover the temperature range of ∼1550-
2100oC producing liquid residues of low FeO to iron-free 
compositions and a complimentary increase in SiO2. Both metal 
and residual liquid compositions are compared in terms of the 
amount of metallic iron separated.  The effect of fO2’s is also 
considered.  

References: [1] King E.A. 1982. Journal of Geophysical 
Research 87: A429-434 [2] King E.A. 1983. In Chondrules and 
their origin. pp. 180-187. [3] Yakovlev et al. 1985. 16th Lunar and 
Planetary Science Conference.  pp. 928-929. [4] Yakovlev et al. 
1987. Meteoritics 46: pp. 104-118 (in Russian). [5] Yakovlev et al. 
2003. Geochemistry International 41: pp. 417-430. [6] Ariskin 
A.A. et al. 1997. Meteoritics & Planetary Science 32: 123-133. [7] 
Bychkov K.A. et al. 2006. This volume. 
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Introduction: About 50 kyr ago the impact of an iron mete-

oroid excavated Meteor Crater, Arizona, the first terrestrial struc-
ture recognized as a meteorite impact crater. Its mass and impact 
velocity estimates varied widely, starting from the historical Bar-
ringer’s hypothesis of a huge body comparable to the crater size 
buried beneath the crater floor [1] to modern scaling law values 
[2] giving rather modest diameter of ~40 m for an 18-km/s im-
pact. However, iron bodies larger than a meter are subjected to 
strong disruption and deceleration while traveling through the 
atmosphere [3]. Using the pancake approximation this predicts a 
low-velocity, strongly deformed Meteor crater impactor [4]. Here 
we compare various models of atmospheric disruption to provide 
more reliable estimates of the final projectile velocity and 
amount of meteorite material lost during atmospheric passage 
(part of it has been found scattered on the plains around the crater 
and has become known as the Canyon Diablo meteorites).  

Models in use: Atmospheric entry of the cosmic body can be 
described by differential equations for a point mass without dis-
ruption, with a simplified treatment of disruption – namely Sepa-
rated Fragments (SF) model [5-6] and Pancake model [7]. Alter-
natively, full-scale hydrodynamic models can be applied, in 
which the projectile is treated as strengthless or ductile material 
[8-9], or as a cloud of fragments [10]. The 3D SOVA hydrocode 
[11] with particles is used here for numerical modeling. 

Results: The minimum (non-realistic) projectile mass esti-
mate of 3⋅108 kg (D0=42 m) corresponds to a non-disrupted pro-
jectile, which looses 4% of its initial velocity and 5% of its mass 
by ablation. The pancake model with restriction of projectile ex-
pansion (flattening) to 4×D0 (similar to [4]) leads to a rather low 
final impact velocity of 11 km/s for initial projectile mass of 
7.8⋅108 kg (D0=57m). A more realistic projectile expansion to 
2×D0 (also supported by numerical modeling) results in a higher 
final velocity of 15 km/s (for a pre-atmospheric diameter of ~46 
m). The SF model provides a variety of final outcomes depend-
ing on projectile strength and mass (see [12] for more details). 

Finally, the numerical modeling with SOVA shows that a 
strengthless body is disrupted and dispersed even at large pre-
atmospheric masses, while a reasonable strength provides a sce-
nario similar to the Pancake 2×D0 model. Catastrophic disruption 
into a swarm of interacting fragments (unlike SF) seems to be the 
most realistic yet most complex description of Canyon Diablo 
projectile.  

References: [1] Barringer D.M. 1909. Paper read before 
Nat.Acad. Sci. [2] Schmidt R. M., Housen K. R. 1987. Int. J Im-
pact  Eng 5: 543–560. [3] Bland P., Artemieva N. 2003 Nature 
424: 288-291. [4] Melosh H.J., Collins G.S. 2005. Nature 434: 
157. [5] Passey Q. R., Melosh H. J. 1980. Icarus 42: 211-233. [6] 
Artemieva N., Shuvalov V. 2001. JGR 106: 3297-3309. [7] 
Chyba C. F. et al. 1993. Nature 361: 40-44. [8] Crawford D.A. et 
al. 1995. LPSC 26, 291–292. [9] Ivanov B.A. et al.  1997. Planet. 
Space Sci. 45, 993–1007. [10] Svetsov V. et al. 1995. Icarus 116: 
131-153. [11] Shuvalov V. 1999. Shock waves 9:381–390. [12] 
Pierazzo E. and Artemieva N. 2005. LPSC 36, #2325. 
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Introduction: The origin of terrestrial planetary systems is 
believed to conclude with a series of major collisions between 
similar sized planetary embryos formed after oligarchic growth 
[e.g. 1].  This giant impact stage, plausibly lasting around 30 Ma, 
involves Moon- to Mars-sized embryos growing over time in 
cataclysmic event, into terrestrial planets.  Recently it has been 
shown [2,3] that giant impacts do not usually result in efficient 
mass accretion, and that their consequences are not limited to 
shock effects.  About half the time [2] giant impacts are “hit and 
run” [3], where the smaller planet bounces off, severely altered 
and sometimes stripped of its atmosphere, hydrosphere, and up-
per mantle, and in severe cases ripped into a handful of smaller 
iron-enriched planets plus debris.  The combined effects of 
shocks, tides, mechanical shears and gravitational torques, as 
well as whole-planet pressure unloading, must be explored. 

Context: A surprising number of metal-rich meteorites show 
metal-silicate textures and/or thermal histories incompatible with 
melting and cooling in isolated bodies.  Formation of differenti-
ated meteorites close to the terrestrial planets helps explain the 
lack of complementary olivine-rich meteorites and asteroids and 
differentiated asteroid families [4] and offers an environment in 
which hit and run collisions would be frequent during the first 
few Ma.  Such collisions might produce metallic asteroids that 
cooled with little or no silicate insulation such as the IVA iron 
body [5], mix molten metal with basaltic surfaces forming 
mesosiderites, distort partly molten asteroidal bodies generating 
pallasites at core-mantle interfaces, and generate Ge-poor iron 
meteorites with 1000-fold depletions of volatile siderophiles. 

Modeling:  Here we explore the consequences of typical gi-
ant impacts, making an effort to relate such events to the origin 
of meteorites.  One process we explore is the pressure unloading 
of planetary materials during hit and run events, which can 
unload deep pressures by 50% or more for hours throughout an 
impactor which loses only a fraction of its mass, and which can 
unload pre-impact (hydrostatic) pressures entirely in severely 
disruptive collisions.  We examine specific effects of mechanical 
shears and pressure unloading, as a complement to shocks.  We 
also make a novel attempt to explain the “oddball” planet Mer-
cury, for which we present a model based on the stripping of a 
Mars-like planet’s mantle during a low-velocity grazing collision 
with a larger planet, for example the proto-Venus.  In the course 
of such a collision we show that the larger planet can be donated 
some of the lower density exterior (e.g. atmosphere) that is 
stripped from the smaller planet, while the impactor planet be-
comes significantly iron enriched.  The process is efficient at low 
impact velocities. 

References: [1] Goldreich, Peter; Lithwick, Yoram; Sari, Re'em Ap.J 
614, 497-507, 2004. [2] Agnor, C. B. and Asphaug, E.  Accretion effi-
ciency during planetary collisions.  Ap.J, 613, L157-L160. [3] Asphaug, 
E., Agnor, C. B., and Williams, Q. Hit and run planetary collisions.  Na-
ture 439, 155-160 (2006). [4] Bottke W.F., et al. 2006. Nature 439: 821-
824. [5] Yang J., Goldstein J. I., and Scott E. R. D., this volume. 
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Introduction:  Observations demonstrate that most stars in 

the sky are born in short-lived clusters or multiple star systems.  
Many form within a few parsecs of massive stars that produce 
intense UV radiation, powerful stellar winds, and die in super-
nova explosions.  Thus, during the first few million years, form-
ing planetary systems are likely to experience dynamical pertur-
bations from passing sibling stars, become exposed to intense UV 
radiation fields, and be peppered by supernova ejecta containing 
shot-lived radioactive species.  I will review the observational 
evidence and the theoretical basis for the emerging view that 
planetary systems form in dynamically complex and radiation- 
rich environments.  

The Orion Nebula, the nearest site of both low- and high-
mass star formation has spawned a cluster of several thousand 
low-mass stars along with a handful of massive ones within the 
last 1 to 2 million years.  UV radiation from nearby massive stars 
erodes the outer parts of protoplanetary disks beyond a radius of 
about 5 AU (for a 1 Solar mass central star) preferentially remov-
ing gas and small entrained particles.  In disks which have ex-
perienced grain growth and sedimentation to the disk mid-plane, 
UV radiation selectively removes metal-depleted material from 
the disk surface layers, and leaves behind ices and solids.  In-
creased metallicity drives the disk towards gravitational instabil-
ity and prompt formation of kilometer-sized planetesimals [1].  

Massive stars end their lives in supernova explosions within 3 
to 40 million years of their formation, the time-interval of during 
which planetary systems form and mature.  Protoplanetary disks 
can either inherit supernova-enriched debris from their natal 
clouds, or become polluted after formation by grains ejected by 
nearby supernovae formed from the same parent cloud.  Either 
mechanism can inject large amounts of short-lived radioactive 
species such as 60Fe or 26Al. 

References: [1] Throop, H., & Bally, J. 2005, ApJ, 623, 149-
152 
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Petrostructural investigations were realized on a high 
metamorphic Fe-rich silica-rich eucrite. This meteorite presents 
microstructure variation characterized by both coarse-grained 
regions (subophitic texture) constituted by pigeonite and 
plagioclase minerals and fine grained recrystallized regions, 
which contain silica, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene with ilmenite, 
troilite and Fe metal in minor proportion. Moreover, fine-grained 
zone is generally located close to large elongated iron grains (up 
to a mm scale). Crystal preferred orientation (CPO) analysis of 
minerals allows to obtain new information on relationships 
between crystallography and microstructure and leads to a better 
understanding of the deformation and thermal history of the 
sample.  

CPO of minerals was measured using the electron 
backscattered diffraction (EBSD) technique in a field emission 
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM). Indexed diffraction 
patterns are generated by interaction of a vertical incident 
electron beam with a carefully polished flat surface of the sample 
tilted to a high angle (70°) to the electron beam. Typical working 
conditions were: 17 kV acceleration voltage, 140 μA beam 
current and 18 mm working distance. 

Preliminary CPO analysis of the fine-grained areas allows to 
bring out several interesting crystallographic features. SiO

2
 phase 

is identified as α quartz polymorph. Moreover, in spite of the 
undisturbed appearance of the fine-grained regions, EBSD 
orientation mapping leads to distinct areas (up to several 
hundreds micrometers in size) characterized by high maximum 
density (MD) in pole figure projections of quartz crystallographic 
axes (for example, MD of [0001] > 30 m.u.d.). Orthopyroxene 
CPO presents similar characteristic. In addition, relationships 
between quartz and orthopyroxene CPO are observed: [0001] 
maximum density (MD) of quartz is close to the [010] MD of 
orthopyroxene and the first and second prism of the quartz are 
close to the [001] and the [100] maximum density of 
orthopyroxene. 

In the eucrite NWA4269, evidence for thermal 
metamorphism (around 900°C) is indicated by the existence of 
equilibrated pyroxenes (clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene). 
Microsctructure analysis suggests that the thermal event was 
accompanied and followed by a complex recrystallization history 
including syn- and post-deformation processes. Alternative 
formation mechanisms of observed microstructures are discussed 
at the light of the last EBSD data on silicate and iron phases. 
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Introduction: Apollo 16 lunar soil sample 64500 is an ex-
ample of lunar highland-type regolith. It was collected at Apollo 
16 Station 4A, just northwest of Stone Mountain, near Cinco B 
crater [1]. Most soil samples collected during Apollo 16 have 
very similar chemical compositions [2], and therefore sample 
64500 can be viewed as representative of the Descartes Region 
of the Moon, and perhaps of other highland regions, as well. The 
average regolith thickness over the Descartes region is 6–10 m, 
and the average regolith chemical composition is quite consis-
tent, indicating a local source for the parent bedrock [2]. Apollo 
16 regolith samples contain large amounts of anorthosite and an-
orthositic gabbro-based lithic and mineral fragments, and varying 
amounts of breccias, glasses, and agglutinates. Relative to typical 
anorthositic gabbro, the Apollo 16 soils are slightly enriched in 
Al and Ca, and depleted in Mg [3]. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM): Sample 64500 was 
examined as gold-coated soil grains mounted on a gold-coated 
glass slide, under a JEOL 6400 analytical SEM.  

Observations. Sample 64500 consists of several components, 
ranging from rock and mineral fragments to glasses and aggluti-
nates. All particles show evidence of repeated micro-
bombardment, in the form of fused melt droplets, pits, and frac-
tured edges. Rock and mineral particles show varying degrees of 
degradation, although they are all very angular, typically with 
jagged, fractured edges and faces. Glass particles range from 
fairly smooth, unfractured spheres, to highly vesicular, conchoi-
dally fractured particles with fused melt droplets occurring on the 
exterior (Fig. 1). These latter particles may be agglutinates. Parti-
cles observed so far range in size from <1 μm to 100 μm.  

Energy dispersive X-ray Spectrometry (EDS). Qualitative 
EDS analysis reveals high concentrations of Si, O, and Al, with 
varying low to high concentrations of Ca and Mg, and low to 
medium concentrations of Fe and Na. These compositions can be 
equated with plagioclase and pyroxene fragments or their melted 
equivalents. 

 
Fig 1. SEM image of glass from lunar soil 64500; 30 μm. 
 
References: [1] Graf J. C. 1993. Lunar Soils Grain Size 

Catalog. NASA Reference Publication 1265. pp. 286–288. [2] 
Ulrich G. E., Hodges C. A. and Muehlberger W. R. 1981. Geol-
ogy of the Apollo 16 Area, Central Lunar Highlands. Geological 
Survey Professional Paper 1048. [3] Heiken, G. et al. 1991. Lu-
nar Source Book, 736p. 
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COMBINED ELEMENTAL AND TEXTURAL STUDIES 
OF FOUR IAB IRON METEORITES.  
G.K. Benedix1 and D.J. Prior2. 1IARC, Dept. of Mineralogy, The 
Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London, SW7 5BD 
UK (g.benedix@nhm.ac.uk). 2Dept. Earth & Ocean Sciences, 
University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3GP, UK. 

 

Introduction: Iron meteorites offer important information 
about differentiation processes on small bodies in the early solar 
system [1, 2]. They are classified into one of 13 groups on the 
basis of trace element chemistry. The majority of these groups 
are thought to have formed by fractional crystallization during 
core formation. Although containing abundant Fe,Ni-metal, im-
plying that a significant amount of melting occurred on the par-
ent asteroids, some iron meteorite groups (IAB/IIICD and IIE) 
have trace element trends inconsistent with core formation. 

Most studies of iron meteorites have focused on their chemis-
try (e.g. [3]). Macro-textures (i.e. Widmänstatten patterns) in iron 
meteorites are related to the bulk chemistry and cooling rate. 
EBSD studies of the textures of iron meteorites have focused on 
fine-grained micro-textures (e.g. [4]). We present preliminary 
data from a combined elemental and textural study of macro-
textures in four IAB iron meteorites. 

Analytical techniques: We studied four IAB iron meteorites 
using x-ray mapping (JEOL 5900LV SEM at the Natural History 
Museum) and electron backscatter diffraction (CamScan X500 
FEG-SEM at University of Liverpool). 

Results and Discussion: Campo del Cielo (CdC) and Can-
yon Diablo (CD) have bulk Ni compositions less than 7 wt% and 
are classified as coarse octahedrites. Mundrabilla (Mun) and Four 
Corners (FC) have > 7 wt% Ni and are medium octahedrites [5]. 

X-ray maps of CdC show metal dominated by the low-Ni 
iron kamacite, with minor troilite, schreibersite and taenite found 
at what appear to be grain boundaries. EBSD in both CdC and 
CD shows a recrystallized texture of coarse kamacite grains with 
random orientations. Kamacite grains contain up to 2 sets of 
Neumann bands that have boundary traces consistent with {211} 
and misorientations of 60° around <111>. These grains also show 
significant crystal plastic deformation and limited recovery. 

In hand sample, Mun exhibits textures in metal/sulfide con-
sistent with rapid crystallization from a melt [6]. Element maps 
of FC reveal that it also likely experienced rapid cooling at the 
solidus.  EBSD of both samples reveals that high-Ni areas com-
prise 2 phases:  a single orientation of taenite (fcc) with variably 
oriented kamicite (bcc) grains that all have a {110}bcc/{111}fcc 
orientation relationship: indicating an interesting cooling history 
for both of these meteorites sub-solidus. 

Use of EBSD to look at macro-textures combined with ele-
mental mapping of iron meteorites offers an innovative way to 
explore these meteorites. Future work includes investigation of 
the structure of silicate in these enigmatic iron meteorite groups. 

References: [1] Haack H. and McCoy T.J. 2005. Iron and 
Stony-iron meteorites in Treatise on Geochemistry, Vol. 1 ch. 12; 
1151–1154. [2] Buchwald V.F. 1975. Handbook of Iron Meteor-
ites. University of California Press. [3] Scott E.R.D. and Wasson 
J.T. 1975. Reviews in Geophysics and Space Physics 13:527-546. 
[4] Goldstein J.I. and Michael J.R. (2006) Meteoritics and Plane-
tary Science 41:553-570. [5] Wasson J.T. and Kallemeyn G.W. 
2002. Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 66:2445-2473. [6] 
Scott E.R.D. 1982. Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 46:813-
823. 
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THE FORMATION OF TERRESTRIAL PLANETS: WHAT 
DO THE EXTRA-SOLAR PLANETS TELL US? 
W. Benz1 1Physikalisches Institut, University of Bern, Switzer-
land. 

 
The number of discovered extra-solar giant planets (over 180 at 
the time of this writing) is growing rapidly. While very little in-
formation is available for most of these planets on an individual 
basis (essentially a minimum mass and orbital parameters), to-
gether they begin to provide a large enough sample to allow for a 
meaningful statistical analysis of their properties. In addition, 
statistical comparisons with populations of synthetic planets have 
emerged as a powerful tool to constrain planet formation theo-
ries. We shall discuss some of these constraints with a particular 
focus on their implications for the formation of terrestrial planets. 
Among others, we shall show that the current population of de-
tected extra-solar planets is actually probably only the tip of the 
iceberg as the models predict that by far the largest fraction of 
planetary embryos do not accrete sufficient gas to become giant 
planets. Moreover, the relation between the timescale required to 
form planetary embryos and the lifetime of the proto-planetary 
accretion disk is also an important factor which determines in 
part the final mass a giant planet can reach. 
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DISENTANGLING THE DIVERSITY OF BULK 
CHONDRULE COMPOSITIONS: DID CO CHONDRITES 
SAMPLE TWO VERY DISTINCT CHONDRULE 
POPULATIONS?
J. Berlin, R. H. Jones, and A. J. Brearley. Department of Earth 
and Planetary Sciences, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, NM 87131, U.S.A. E-mail: jberlin@unm.edu 

 
Introduction: Isotopic, chemical, and petrographic 

differences recorded in the major components of chondrites 
imply that they must have formed under very different conditions 
in different regions of the solar nebula, and/or at different times, 
before they mixed and accreted to asteroidal bodies [1]. We want 
to address the question of whether or not primitive chondrites 
sampled distinct chondrule populations that were later recycled. 
Available datasets for bulk chemical compositions of chondrules 
show a continuum in compositions for ordinary chondrites [2], 
but a noticeable gap between Fe-rich and Fe-poor compositions 
in CO chondrites ([2]; Fig. 1). We are studying a suite of Kainsaz 
(CO3.2) chondrules and, so far, determined 12 bulk compositions 
by electron microprobe using modal recombination (see [3] for 
details). We also conducted broad beam (10 μm) EPMA analyses 
of Kainsaz matrix in order to examine the question of chemical 
complementarity between chondrules and matrix [4]. 

 

 
Results and discussion: Our data for Kainsaz chondrules 

(Fig. 1) show a continuum of compositions, rather than the 
bimodality seen in previous data sets. Type II chondrules are at 
the Fe-rich end of the continuous trend, and matrix compositions 
lie on an extension of the chondrule trend. For type I chondrules, 
a correlation between Fe content of the chondrule, which varies 
from 2 to 16 vol%, and metal/sulfide abundance is evident. 
Differences in Fe content among type I chondrules could be 
largely the result of physical metal loss, e.g. while the chondrule 
was spinning. We have not yet studied the Si-rich group of RP 
chondrules included in Fig. 1. If we only consider the silicate 
portion of the chondrules, there are two distinct populations: 
FeO-rich type II chondrules and FeO-poor type I chondrules. 
Therefore, two chondrule populations were indeed sampled in 
CO chondrites, but the bimodality is in oxidation states (oxidized 
type II vs. reduced type I chondrules) rather than in bulk Fe 
content.  

References: [1] Zanda & Hewins 2006. 37th Lunar & Planet. Sci. 
Conf. Abstract # 2199. [2] Jones et al. 2005. In: Chondrites and the 
Protoplanetary Disk. pp. 251-285. [3] Berlin et al. 2006. 37th Lunar & 
Planet. Sci. Conf. Abstract # 2370. [4] Huss et al. 2005. In: Chondrites 
and the Protoplanetary Disk. pp. 701-731. 
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NICKEL ISOTOPE ANOMALIES IN METEORITES 
M. Bizzarro1, D. Ulfbeck1, A. Trinquier1, K. Thrane and J.N. 
Connelly1. 1Geological Institute, University of Copenhagen, Co-
penhagen, Denmark; bizzarro@geol.ku.dk 

 
With a halflife of 1.49 Myr, the 60Fe-60Ni decay scheme is 

ideally suited for dating meteorites and planetary processes that 
occurred in the first 10 Myr of the early Solar System (ESS). Ni 
has two neutron-rich isotopes, 62Ni and 64Ni, produced through 
nuclear statistical equilibrium processes occurring in neutron-rich 
supernova ejecta. Excesses and deficits have been documented 
for neutron-rich isotopes from iron group elements (48Ca, 50Ti, 
54Cr, 62Ni and 64Ni) in normal and FUN calcium-aluminium-rich 
inclusions (CAIs) as well as primitive and differentiated meteor-
ites, providing information on the scale and extent of isotopic 
heterogeneity in the ESS. 

We have developed analytical protocols for high-precision Ni 
isotope measurements in metal and silicate materials by MC-
ICPMS, enabling typical external reproducibilities of 0.010‰ 
and 0.015‰ for δ60Ni* and δ62Ni values, respectively [1]. Two 
terrestrial rock standards (BHVO-1 and DTS-2b) have δ60Ni* 
and δ62Ni identical within analytical uncertainty to the Ni stan-
dard solution, thus validating our approach. One enstatite chon-
drite (Qingzhen) and a martian dunite (NWA2737) yielded 
δ60Ni* and δ62Ni values identical to the terrestrial average. Three 
carbonaceous chondrites (Murchison, Orgueil and Renazzo) have 
average δ60Ni* and δ62Ni values of 0.0012±0.0057‰ and 
0.0341±0.0025‰, respectively. One ordinary chondrite (Bjur-
bole) has δ60Ni* and δ62Ni values of –0.0052±0.0081‰ and –
0.0201±0.0161‰, respectively. These results suggest that if 60Fe 
was present in the ESS when these bodies formed, it was ho-
mogenously distributed (±20%) within the accretion region of the 
terrestrial planets and chondrites. Seven iron meteorites show 
resolvable uniform deficits in δ60Ni* and δ62Ni of 
0.0233±0.0071‰ and 0.0409±0.0213‰, respectively. Although 
δ60Ni* deficits in irons are consistent with Fe/Ni fractionation 
during the lifespan of 60Fe, a whole-rock fragment and olivine 
separate from the 4.566 Gyr old angrite SAH99555 as well as a 
chondrule and CAI from Allende with supracanonical 26Al/27Al 
yielded identical deficits in δ60Ni*, not correlated with their 
Fe/Ni ratios. We suggest that irons, SAH99555 and the Allende 
chondrule and CAI analysed here formed in the absence of 60Fe, 
at a time when 26Al was widespread within ESS solids, reflecting 
a late injection of 60Fe in the ESS. Injection of 60Fe occurred after 
accretion of the angrite parent body, ~600,000 yr after CAI-
formation, but was homogeneously distributed within the ESS at 
the time of accretion of chondrite parent bodies ~2 Myr after 
CAI-formation. Observed excesses and deficits in 62Ni are corre-
lated with 54Cr anomalies. These results provide important con-
straints regarding the origin of short-lived nuclides in the ESS, 
and demonstrate the presence of large-scale coupled Cr and Ni 
isotopic heterogeneity in ESS materials. 

Reference: [1] Ulfbeck, D. et al. 2006, Goldschmidt Confer-
ence Abstract, Melbourne 2006. 
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VOLATILE DEPLETION: CONSTRAINTS FROM 
DIFFERENTIATED METEORITES. 
P.A. Bland1,2, G.K. Benedix2. 1Impacts & Astromaterials Re-
search Centre, Dept. Earth Sci. & Eng., Imperial College Lon-
don, SW7 2AZ, UK. E-mail: p.a.bland@ic.ac.uk. 2IARC, Dept. 
Mineralogy, Natural History Museum, London SW7 5BD, UK. 
 

Recent Hf-W and Al-Mg ages for irons and achondrites (e.g. 
[1-3]) constrain the timing of other processes in addition to dif-
ferentiation. 16O-depletion in angrites, IIIAB and IVA inclusions 
[4] suggests rapid modification of Solar System oxygen. In addi-
tion, most irons show volatile-depletion, plausibly inherited from 
precursor materials (e.g.[5]), to levels not seen in chondrites. 

The principal theories that have sought to explain volatile 
depletion are incomplete condensation (e.g.[6,7]), and the two-
component model (e.g.[8,9]), where bulk depletion is related to 
chondrule depletion. A problem for the latter model is that many 
differentiated objects (e.g. Earth [10]) are more volatile depleted 
than chondrules. But the Hf-W data raises another issue. Initial 
W isotopic compositions for magmatic irons are indistinguish-
able from CAI [2]. Chondrule formation ~2 Ma after CAI 
(e.g.[11]) therefore postdates core formation in planetesimals. If 
chondrites are not the precursor for differentiated asteroids [1], 
then chondrule formation is not responsible for volatile depletion. 

A problem for incomplete condensation is that depletion does 
not clearly correlate with heliocentric distance [12]. The main 
belt contains (4) Vesta (similar depletion to the Moon), and 
probably the parent bodies of highly depleted irons. A possible 
solution comes from a recent model which suggests that differen-
tiation occurred in the terrestrial planet region [13]. Differenti-
ated planetesimals evolved collisionally, with some survivors 
scattering into the main belt: (4) Vesta may be an interloper [13]. 

The Bottke model [13] is a partial solution to the depletion-
gradient problem. Further modelling is required to assess whether 
extreme depletion is possible at small heliocentric distances, but 
we might also consider another mechanism. Impact-generated 
vapour of ~solar composition would allow for local incomplete 
condensation. A variety of evidence supports an origin for highly 
depleted CB chondrites as condensates from an impact-generated 
vapour plume (e.g.[14-16]). Giant impacts should be common in 
the early Solar System [17]. Given short accretion times 
(e.g.[18]), and plausible impact velocities (Bottke pers. comm.), 
high energy impacts may have occurred within 1Ma of CAI. Al-
though degassing might chemically fractionate elements, incom-
plete condensation of impact-generated vapour would produce a 
volatility-controlled depletion, and should be considered as a 
general mechanism for extreme volatile depletion. 

References: [1] Kleine T. et al. 2005. GCA 69: 5805. [2] 
Markowski A. et al. 2006. EPSL 242: 1. [3] Baker J. et al. 2005. 
Nature 436: 1127. [4] Clayton R.N., Mayeda T.K. 1996. GCA 
60: 1999. [5] Campbell A.J., Humayun M. 2005. GCA 69: 4733. 
[6] Wasson J.T., Chou C.-L. 1974. Meteorit. 9: 69. [7] Cassen P. 
1996. MAPS 31: 793. [8] Anders E. 1964. SSR 3: 583. [9] Alex-
ander C.M.O’D. 2005. MAPS 40: 943. [10] McDonough W.F., 
Sun, S.-S. 1995. Chem. Geol. 120: 223. [11] Amelin Y. et al. 
2002. Science 297: 1678. [12] Palme H. 2000. SSR 192: 237. [13] 
Bottke W.F. et al. 2006. Nature 439: 821. [14] Campbell A.J. et 
al. 2002. GCA 66: 647. [15] Rubin A.E. et al. 2003. GCA 67: 
3283. [16] Krot A.N. et al. 2005. Nature 436: 989. [17] Asphaug 
E. et al. 2006. Nature 439: 155. [18] Weidenschilling S.J. et al. 
1997. Icarus 128: 429. 
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WHY ASTEROIDAL ALTERATION WAS ISOCHEMI-
CAL: HIGH POROSITY ≠ HIGH PERMEABILITY 
P. A. Bland1,2, M. D. Jackson1, R. F. Coker3, B. A. Cohen4, G. K. 
Benedix2. 1Impacts & Astromaterials Research Centre (IARC), 
Dept. Earth Sci. & Eng., Imperial College London, SW7 2AZ, 
UK. E-mail: p.a.bland@ic.ac.uk. 2IARC, Dept. Mineralogy, 
Natural History Museum, London SW7 5BD, UK. 3Los Alamos 
National Lab., Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA. 4Inst. Meteoritics, 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131, USA. 

 
Carbonaceous chondrites (CCs) are amongst the most primitive 
materials available to us. However, it has become clear that their 
mineralogy is highly altered. A range of evidence indicates that 
alteration occurred within CC parent asteroids (e.g. [1,2]). Solar 
abundances for soluble elements show that aqueous alteration 
was isochemical, with negligible fluid flow (even over sub-mm 
distances [3,4]). Hydration models (which assume zero flow) 
based on O-isotopes indicate that water:rock ratios were high [5].  

Numerous studies have modelled asteroidal aqueous and 
thermal alteration [6-12]. In each case, large-scale fluid flow was 
observed, frequently over 10’s km [6-9,12]. But whether flow is 
observed as a single pass ‘exhalation’ [8], or in convecting cells 
[6,12], the movement of liquid water through rock would frac-
tionate aqueous species. The modelling results directly contradict 
the meteorite data – the one indicates that alteration occurred in 
an open system with large-scale fluid-flow; the other that altera-
tion was isochemical, with minimal flow. 

How to resolve this paradox? Permeability is fundamental to 
flow. Initial permeability estimates of 10-11–10-13m2 for chon-
dritic asteroids [6] (based on suggested terrestrial and lunar ana-
logs), were adopted in all subsequent studies [7-12]. But is this 
permeability appropriate for CC precursors? Matrix grain size in 
the least altered CCs is ~200nm [13,14], far lower than in the 
analog materials. Using the Blake-Kozeny-Carman equation [15] 
to predict permeability for grain sizes of this order (given reason-
able estimates of the hydraulic tortuosity coefficient), yields val-
ues ranging from 10-16-10-19m2, even in high-porosity matrix. 
Matrix grain size dictates mean pore-throat diameter, so is a key 
control on permeability (which scales as grain size squared). This 
observation may reconcile compositional data indicating minimal 
fluid flow and oxygen isotope studies suggesting high water:rock 
ratios. Preliminary modelling using lower permeability [16] now 
appears consistent with the meteorite data.  

References: [1] Zolensky M.E., McSween H.Y.Jr. 1988. In 
MESS (eds J.F. Kerridge, M.S. Mathews). U. Arizona Press, Tuc-
son, 115. [2] Brearley A.J. In MESS II (ed D. Lauretta). U. Ari-
zona Press, Tucson, 587. [3] Wulf A.V., Palme H., Jochum K.P. 
1995. PSS 43: 451. [4] Bland P.A. et al. 2005. PNAS 102: 13755. 
[5] Clayton R.N., Mayeda T.K. 1999. GCA 63: 2089. [6] Grimm 
R.E., McSween H.Y.Jr. 1989. Icarus 82: 244. [7] Cohen B.A., 
Coker R. F. 2000. Icarus 145: 369. [8] Coker R.F., Cohen B.A. 
2001. MAPS 36: A43. [9] Young E.D. et al. Science 286: 1331. 
[10] McSween H.Y.Jr. et al. 2002. In Asteroids III (eds W.F. 
Bottke et al.) U. Arizona Press, Tucson, 559. [11] Young E.D., 
Zhang K.K., Schubert G. 2003. EPSL 213: 249. [12] Travis B.J., 
Schubert G. 2005. EPSL 240: 234. [13] Greshake A. 1997. GCA 
61: 437. [14] Nuth J.A. III, Brearley A.J., Scott E.R.D. 2005. In 
Chondrites and the Protoplanetary Disk (eds Krot A.N. et al.) 
ASP Conference Series 341: 675. [15] Dullien F.A.L. 1992. Po-
rous Media: Fluid Transport and Pore Structure, Academic 
Press, San Diego, pp. 574. [16] Coker et al. (this conf.). 
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FIRST LIGHT FOR THE DESERT FIREBALL 
NETWORK.  
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Introduction: There are over 30,000 meteorites in collec-

tions world-wide. However, although we can analyse these sam-
ples to gain clues to the origins of our Solar System, we only 
have an approximate knowledge of where they come from. Cam-
era networks, designed to observe fireballs, calculate orbits, tri-
angulate fall positions, and recover meteorites, have been set up 
in several nations at various times in the past e.g. [1]. Although a 
primary motive behind most of these projects was the recovery of 
meteorites with orbital information, only 4 samples have been 
obtained. The reason is related to the chosen field areas: any 
vegetation makes looking for small meteorites extremely diffi-
cult. We are building a network in a desert that has proved emi-
nently suitable for locating meteorites. The aim is to deliver 
numbers of samples with accurate orbits, providing a spatial con-
text to aid in interpreting meteorite composition. 

The Project: Our preliminary autonomous fireball camera 
network has now been established in the Nullarbor region of 
Western Australia. Three cameras designed to operate in deserts 
have been developed, and were deployed in late 2005. First light 
for our first camera was on 3rd December 2005. Operations are 
monitored via a satellite link. Orbits are calculated from observed 
fireballs, and meteorite fall positions will be determined for later 
recovery by field parties. The network will detect meteorites fal-
ling over an area of approximately 0.3-0.4 x 106 km2. 

Results: The first fireball for which we were able to derive 
an orbit occurred on December 7th 2005, during the initial de-
ployment of the cameras. The object may have been a small 
comet fragment. The fireball started at 103.92km, and terminated 
very high at 72.76km. It traveled 60.29km along its luminous 
trajectory in 1.8 seconds, with an initial velocity of 35.31 km/s. 
Its heliocentric orbit is typical for short period comets: semimajor 
axis 24.4AU, eccentricity 0.960, perihelion distance 0.97801AU, 
argument of perihelion 350.14 degrees, ascending node 75.41934 
degrees, and inclination 51.74 degrees.  Radiant position: right 
ascension 111.02 degrees, declination -68.75 degrees. 

Future Work: A number of technical issues have been over-
come, and testing (and observing) continues. Routine operations 
are scheduled from September 2006. Based on estimated fall 
rates [1,2] we hope to observe at least one meteorite fall by the 
end of the year. Recovery of meteorites during the grant period 
would prove our concept, and open the way for funding of a full 
network. Our current detection area is approximately 25% that of 
previous networks. The final Desert Fireball Network will have 
an area of 1.5 x 106 km2, and will be capable of recovering sig-
nificant numbers of meteorites per year. 

References: [1] Halliday I. et al. (1996) Meteorit. Planet. 
Sci. 31, 185. [2] Bland P.A. et al. (1996) MNRAS 283, 551. 
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SHOCK METAMORPHIC STATE OF THE 
CHASSIGNITE NORTHWEST AFRICA 2737.  
U. W. Bläß1, F. Langenhorst1, T. Frosch2, M. Schmitt2 and J. 
Popp2. 1Institute for Geosciences, University of Jena, Germany. 
E-mail: Ulrich.Blaess@uni-jena.de. 2Institute for Physical 
Chemistry, University of Jena, Germany.  
 
The achondrite Northwest Africa 2737 (NWA 2737) is besides 
Chassigny the second known member of the Chassignite 
subgroup of SNC-meteorites, which are assumed to originate 
from Mars. The meteorite has been recovered from the Moroccan 
desert in 2000. Both chassignites are cumulate dunites with 
similar modal and REE abundances, which suggests a genetic 
relationship between both rocks and offers the opportunity for a 
better understanding of the formation of Martian magmas and 
therefore also for basaltic SNC-meteorites [1, 2]. For both 
chassignites similar Sm-Nd crystallisation ages of ~ 1.38 Ga have 
been obtained [3], pointing to a common origin of chassignites. 
The chassignite NWA 2737 is however slightly more enriched in 
magnesium, indicating a crystallisation from a less evolved 
parent melt. Its mineralogy has been previously determined, 
showing the predominance of olivine over subordinate augite, 
spinel, analbite, orthopyroxene, pigeonite and phosphates [2]. 
Whereas olivine (Fo78.7) and chromite rich spinels are cumulus 
phases, pyroxenes, analbitic maskelynites and phosphates occur 
in interstitial areas between olivine crystals or as melt inclusions 
in olivine. 

In this study a 400 µm large melt area with adjacent olivine 
crystals has been analysed by polarising light microscopy and 
Raman spectroscopy in order to study the petrology of the 
crystallised melt areas and superimposed shock damage. Raman 
measurements are performed using a 244 nm UV-laser excitation 
in order to avoid fluorescence effects.  

As a result of strong shock metamorphism, olivine crystals 
show an intense brown staining, parallel planar fractures and are 
penetrated by two perpendicular sets of colourless lamellae. 
Raman spectra indicate that both lamellae and the brownish host 
crystal are made of olivine. The brownish olivine host, however, 
shows a band broadening compared to the bright lamellae. In 
addition second order bands are more expressed in the spectra of 
the brownish olivine. The lamellae could therefore be formed due 
to olivine recrystallisation. Transmission electron microscopy 
will be applied to examine the formation of olivine lamellae in 
detail and to determine shock related features of crystals within 
the melt area, resulting in an estimate of shock conditions for 
NWA 2737. The relatively large melt area is predominantly 
composed of deformed augite and zoned orthopyroxene, an 
opaque spinel and a maskelynite glass, containing eventually a 
second generation of pyroxene crystals.  

Altogether, the aforementioned observations allow to provide 
an estimate of shock pressure, using the recent shock 
classification [4]. Staining in olivine and the transformation of 
analbitic feldspar to maskelynite indicates minimum shock 
pressures of about 40 GPa.  
 References: [1] Mikouchi T. 2005. Meteoritics & planetary 
science 40: A102. [2] Beck P. et al. 2006. Geochimica and 
Cosmochimica Acta 70: 2127-2139. [3] Misawa K. et al. 2005. 
Meteoritics & planetary science 40: A104. [4] Stöffler D. et al. 
1991. Geochimica and Cosmochimica Acta 55: 3845-3867. 
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SOLAR NEON ABUNDANCE INFERRED FROM 
APOLLO FOIL EXPERIMENTS 
P. Bochsler. Physikalisches Institut, University of Bern, 
Switzerland. (bochsler@soho.unibe.ch) 
 

Neon and helium with first ionization potentials ("FIP") 
of 21.6 and 24.6 eV, respectively, are elements, which are 
generally depleted with respect to hydrogen in the solar 
wind. Coulomb friction with protons in the inner corona 
tends to discriminate helium and to some extent also neon. 
Whereas the FIP-related discrimination has at most a weak 
effect on isotopic abundances, inefficient Coulomb friction 
is probably the main responsible for isotopic fractionation 
effects in the solar wind. Inspection of the photoionization 
cross sections of helium and neon indicates that elemental 
fractionation in the solar chromosphere is probably of 
minor importance and that the variability of He/Ne in the 
solar wind must mainly be attributed to variable Coulomb 
drag. From a theoretical model on Coulomb drag and a fit 
to the data of the Apollo Foil measurements (Geiss et al. 
1972), we derive a He/Ne ratio of 720 for the outer 
convective zone of the Sun and a value for the solar neon 
abundance of 8.09 +/- 0.15 in the logarithmic dex units ( 
[H]=12.00 ). In view of the anticipated results from the 
Genesis mission, we make a new attempt to estimate the 
magnitude of isotopic fractionation effects in the solar 
wind. 
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Isotopic anomalies in H and N suggest that the chondritic In-

soluble Organic Matter has an interstellar origin [e.g. 1]. How-
ever, the D/H ratio in IOM remains much lower than those meas-
ured in the organic molecules commonly observed in the dense 
interstellar medium [2]. Process in protosolar cloud, in planetary 
disk and in the parent bodies of meteorites may have altered the 
initial isotope signatures of interstellar IOM. In particular, aque-
ous alteration (AA) and thermal metamorphism (TM) on the par-
ent body have modified the structure of the IOM [5,6,7]. Thus, 
these secondary process may have modified the isotopic compo-
sition too. So, in the present study, we are interested by the influ-
ence of AA and TM on  D and  15N. We used isotopic data 
available in the literature [e.g. 1-4] and acquired by ourselves;  
the metamorphic grade of the objects was provided by the struc-
tural grade of the organic matter attempted by Raman spectros-
copy [5,6,7].     

Discussion: Oxidized CV chondrites have significantly lower 
D values (194-239‰) than reduced (500-1360‰) [4]. CVOx have 
suffered from more AA than CVRed, with a comparable metamor-
phic grade for some objects [5]. The organic precursor of the 
IOM of the CV seems to be structurally and chemically compa-
rable [5]. Thus, it seems reasonable to suppose an same initial 
isotopic composition for the whole CV chondrites [3]. Thus, it 
appears that AA would perturb the D/H composition to a larger 
extent than TM. This trend is confirmed by the D enrichment in 
CI/CM, in comparison with UOC. Indeed, CI/CM have suffered 
from a large extent of AA, their  D values ( D  1460‰) are 
lower than those of UOC (until 5484‰), that have suffered from 
minor AA. 

On the other hand, the N isotopic composition appears to be 
very sensitive to TM: the CI/CM are slightly more enriched 
(6< 15N(‰)<29 [3,4]), than type 3 chondrites ( 15Nmax=9‰; 
Semarkona is an exception with  15N=56‰ [3]). The CR chon-
drites are the unique chondrites with high 15N enrichment (until 
233‰ [8]). Thus, carrier of the N isotopic enrichment appears to 
be a labile organic phase sensitive to heating, and maybe, to a 
lesser extent, to AA.  

Thus, the effects induced by secondary process on the iso-
topic composition appear to be different on D and 15N. They 
should not be underestimated and must taken into account in 
model of formation and evolution of IOM. This study confirms 
that CR chondrites are the most primitive chondrites: structurally 
and isotopically [3,8]. This study is consistent with an interstellar 
origin of the organic matter; initially enriched in D and N.  

References: [1] J. Yang. and S. Epstein. (1983) Geochim. Cosmo-
chim. Acta, 47:2199-2216. [2] F. Robert (2002) Planet. Space Sci. 
50:1227-1234. [3] C.M.O’D Alexander et al. (1998) Met. Planet. Sci., 33: 
603-622. [4] Alexander et al. (2005) Met. Planet. Sci., #5289 [5] L. Bonal 
et al. (2006) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 70: 1849-1863 [6] Bonal et al. 
(2005) LPSC2005 #1699, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, subm. [7] E. 
Quirico et al. (2003) Met. Planet. Sci., 38, 795-811. [8]H. Busemann et al. 
(2006) Science 312:727:730.    
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One of the most enduring enigmas of meteoritics is the nature 

of the Q (or P1) phase carrier with its associated trapped "plane-
tary Q-gases" (He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe). Many evidences suggest 
the Q-phase carrier is carbonaceous, but the location of noble gas 
atoms in the carbon network has not been yet identified. Many 
studies suggested that the abundance of the Q phase in pristine 
chondrites is controlled by Thermal Metamorphism (TM) [1,2], 
and that this parameter should be used as a petrologic indicator. 
But, this general trend was established using petrologic types 
(PT) derived by Induced Thermo-Luminescence, which may be 
erronated [3], and in any case which do not provide a direct in-
formation on the structure of OM where the Q- phase is sited. In 
this study, the structure and texture of chondritic OM was studied 
by HRTEM in Kaba, Leoville, Mokoia, Allende and Tieschitz. 
HRTEM provides a de-averaged structural information at the 
nanometric scale, and clues on the microtexture. The metamor-
phic grade and PT of these objects were previously evaluated [3], 
based on the structural grade of OM, attempted by Raman spec-
troscopy. Using noble gas abundances available in literature, we 
have revisited the question of the metamorphic control of the Q 
(P1), P3 and P6 components and the carrier of the Q phase. 

Discussion: HRTEM results point out that within the series 
of chondrites studied, the microtexture is controlled by (TM): for 
Allende (>3.6), the aromatic layers are the  longest (until a few 
nm, with a mean value of 0.9 nm), and the best stacked (55% of 
unstacked layers, stacks formed by 3 to 6 layers, with a mean 
value of 2.4 and the mean interlayer spacing is here 0.40 nm); the 
layer length varies between 0.8 and 0.9 for Leoville (3.1-3.4) and 
between 0.7 and 1nm for Mokoia (~3.6). Using the Raman tracer 
FWHM-D [3], P3 appears as well correlated to the metamorphic 
grade. This confirms the result of [4]. But, P6 is not correlated, 
consistently with the fact the P6-carrier sited in nano-diamonds is 
released at very high temperatures (in aggreement with [4]). Our 
results demonstrate that the Q (=P1) abundance is not well corre-
lated with the metamorphism grade. That is in disagreement with 
the study of [2]. This parameter should not be used as a petro-
logic indicator for deriving low petrologic types. This last result 
questions the nature of the carrier of the Q (P1) phase. As lamelar 
and onion-like structures are the result of TM, they cannot be this 
carrier as suggested by [5]. Our results are however consistent 
with a very complex siting, in contrast with a single carrier for 
the P3 component (surface of nanodiamonds), for which the re-
lease pattern is simple. This multiple carrier might include the 
interlayer space sitings [6], but the complex metamorphic control 
suggest other carriers. 

References: [1] Busemann H. et al. (2000) Met. Planet. Sci. 
35, 949-973. [2] Huss G. et al. (1996) Geochim. Cosmochim. Ac-
ta 60(17), 3311-3340. [3] Bonal, L. et al. (2006) Geochim. Cos-
mochim. Acta, 70, 1849-1863  [4] Huss et al. (1994) Met. Planet. 
Sci. 29, 811-829. [5] Vis R.D. et al. (2002) Met. Planet. Sci. 37, 
1391 – 1399. [6] Marrochi Y. et al. (2005) Earth and Planetary 
Sciences Letter  236, 569-578. 
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Introduction: The Geminid meteor shower is on of the most 

intense annual meteor showers. The parent body of the shower is 
asteroid (3200) Phaethon. The orbit of the shower and its parent 
body is notable by the short period (~1.5 yr) and small perihelion 
distance (0.14 AU). Since the Phaethon discovery in 1983, the 
question has arisen, whether it is a regular asteroid or dormant 
comet. Detailed observations have shown no sign of cometary 
activity of Phaethon [1]. The activity profile of the shower sug-
gests an age of the meteoroid stream of several thousands years. 
The stream was possibly formed within one orbital revolution of 
Phaethon around Sun [2]. Geminids produce no meteorites be-
cause of their large entry speed (36 km/s), nevertheless, their 
strength and density was found to be closer to stony meteorites 
than cometary meteoroids [3]. On the other hand, our recent 
work on sporadic meteors [4] has shown that solar heating at 
small perihelion distances leads to the loss of volatile sodium and 
to general compaction of meteoroids. In this paper we study the 
chemical composition of Geminids from video and photographic 
spectroscopy. 

Results: We analyzed 79 video spectra and 2 photographic 
spectra of Geminid meteors. The Mg/Fe ratio was found to be   
1.5–3 times larger than the chondritic value. Similar values were 
earlier found for cometary showers Leonids and Perseids [5]. The 
Na abundance in Geminids is generally low but shows large 
variations from meteor to meteor. The Na/Mg ratio is always 
lower than chondritic. The Na/Fe ratio varies from chondritic to 
10 times lower than chondritic. There is a weak trend of increas-
ing Na abundance with increasing meteoroid mass; nevertheless, 
the spread of values is large for each mass interval within the 
range of 10-6 to 3×10-4 kg. There is a hint that the average Na 
abundance is lower in the outlying parts of the shower, several 
days before maximum. 

Discussion: The high Mg/Fe ratio suggests cometary origin 
of Geminids. The depletion of Na was evidently caused by ther-
mal desorption in the vicinity of Sun. The large variations in Na 
abundance need, nevertheless, an explanation. One possibility is 
that the meteoroids are of different ages, i.e. that they were re-
leased from the parent body at different times. Younger meteor-
oids suffered less Na loss because they were shielded inside the 
parent body before their ejection. This scenario would imply that 
Phaethon was an active comet over a long period of time. Alter-
natively, if the period of activity was short, different depths of 
meteoroid material inside the parent body could perhaps explain 
the differences in the Na content. The study of Quadrantid mete-
ors showed that partial Na loss can occur also on the surface of 
the parent body [6].  

Acknowledgement: This work was supported by GA CR 
grant no. 205/05/0543. 
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Introduction: The short-lived radioisotope (SLRI) 60Fe must 

have been synthesized in a supernova [1] and then injected into the 
presolar cloud [2]. The same nucleosynthetic event is likely to have 
been the source of the bulk of the solar nebula's 26Al. This injection 
occurred through narrow Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) fingers [2] that 
peppered the solar nebula’s surface with highly non-uniform doses 
of SLRIs. After the arrival of each R-T finger, the nebula must 
have been strongly spatially heterogeneous in terms of the abun-
dances of those isotopes, possibly explaining some of the observed 
range of 26Al/27Al ratios. The wide range in stable oxygen isotope 
abundances, on the other hand, is attributed to self-shielding of mo-
lecular CO gas from UV photodissociation at the cool surface of 
the outer solar nebula [3] where water ice is stable. This scenario 
would thus lead to significant oxygen anomalies at the surface of 
the outer solar nebula, again a highly spatially heterogeneous start-
ing point. 
       Results:  Previous 3D disk models [4] have shown that a mar-
ginally gravitationally unstable (MGU) disk of the type required to 
form gas giant planets is able to transport tracers over distances of 
~10 AU in ~1000 yr, implying a similar time scale for mixing and 
an approach to spatial homogeneity. We quantify here the evolu-
tion of the dispersion of the abundance ratio (e.g., 26Al/27Al) from its 
mean value at each time in these same models. Each injection event 
led to a high initial dispersion that decreased over a time scale of 
~2000 yr and approached a steady state level of ~10% in these dy-
namically evolving, chaotic MGU disks.  

Conclusion:  Components of primitive meteorites have a scat-
ter in initial 26Al/27Al ratios ranging from values of ~0 to ~4.5 x 10-5 
or to even higher values (~7 x 10-5; [5]). The scatter around the 
peak value [6] of 26Al/27Al ratios of ~4.5 x 10-5 is about 10%. This 
scatter is entirely consistent with the dispersion expected from spa-
tial heterogeneity of injected SLRIs in the solar nebula. Such a low 
level of spatial heterogeneity implies that larger variations in initial 
26Al/27Al ratios must be due primarily to temporal heterogeneity, 
preserving the role of SLRIs as accurate chronometers for the solar 
nebula. A ~10% level of heterogeneity is also roughly consistent 
with the preservation of oxygen isotope anomalies produced by 
self-shielding at the outer disk surface [3] followed by transport 
inward to regions of the disk where such anomalies could not have 
been sustained because disk surface temperatures were too high for 
stability of water ice. MGU disk models thus are capable of solving 
the puzzle of nebular spatial heterogeneity presented by SLRIs and 
oxygen isotope anomalies. 

References: [1] Mostefaoui, S., Lugmair, G., and Hoppe, P. 
2005. Astrophysical Journal 625: 271-277. [2] Vanhala, H. A. T., 
and Boss, A. P. 2002. Astrophysical Journal 575: 1144-1150. [3] 
Lyons, J. R. and Young, E. D. 2005. Nature 435: 317-320. [4] 
Boss, A. P. 2004. Astrophysical Journal 616: 1265-1277. [5] 
Young, E. D., et al. 2005. Science 308: 223-227. [6] MacPherson, 
G., Davis, A. M., and Zinner, E. K. 1995. Meteoritics  30:  365-
386. 
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Introduction: We report on further progress on a systematic 

study of the contribution of amino acids and polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) of Antarctic meteorites from terrestrial 
sources [1]. In order to investigate the relationship between the 
meteorite and its surrounding ice with respect to the organic 
composition, meteorite and ice samples were collected at the 
same time and location. 

The meteorites samples LAP03624 (LL5), LAP03573 (LL5), 
LAP03637 (LL5), LAP03784 (CK5) were obtained from the 
NASA JSC Antarctic meteorite collection. For each specimen, 
one surface sample and three interior samples representing dif-
ferent distances from the surface were analyzed. The correspond-
ing ice samples (approx 4 kg each) were collected during the 
2003-04 ANSMET expedition at LaPaz ice field, Antarctica.  

Sample preparation and analysis: PAHs were analyzed us-
ing two-step laser mass spectrometry (L2MS) [2]. The meteorite 
chips were analyzed directly without further sample preparation. 
The ice samples were evaporated and filtered, and the extracted 
using PVC membranes. Both filters and membranes were ana-
lyzed with L2MS. Amino acids analysis was carried out by hot 
water extraction of a crushed meteorite samples followed by 6 M 
HCl hydrolysis and desalting. Evaporated ice samples were ana-
lyzed without acid hydrolysis. Detection and quantification was 
carried out using the LC-UVF-ToF-MS system at NASA GSFC 
[3]. 

Results and Discussion:  The PAHs in the particulate matter 
shows extensive alkylation, indicating a terrestrial origin of these 
molecules. The PAH concentrations in the membrane extracts of 
the ice samples indicate concentrations of below 10-80 pg/l, de-
pending on the concentration factors of the individual samples 
and the m/z signal. The L2MS spectra of the meteorites depict 
similar overall characteristics, although the signal intensities vary 
between the different specimens.  
The concentration levels of the amino acids in the ice samples are 
found to be close to blank levels. However, some variability be-
tween the ice samples with regard to their amino acid composi-
tion could be observed. Most importantly, the signals corre-
sponding to α-amino-isobutyric acid (AIB), an extremely rare 
compound on Earth, and its co-eluting homolog β-AIB were 
found to correspond to concentration levels between 1.5±0.3 and 
33.1±10.6 ppt in four of the ice samples. No AIB could be de-
tected in any of the meteorite samples. However, an new family 
of peaks of mass m/z 409 was detected that are not found in other 
Antarctic meteorites such or the ice samples. 

References: [1] Botta, O. et al., 2006. Abstract #1464, 37th 
Lunar & Planetary Science Conference. [2] Emmenegger, C. et 
al. 2003. Anal. Chem. 75, 4508-4513. [3] Glavin, D. P. et al. 
2006. Meteoritics & Planetary Science, in press. 
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Introduction: Fractionation of stable isotopes provides new 

insights into the differentiation processes of iron meteorites; in 
particular, stable isotopes are generally sensitive to crystalliza-
tion, cooling and phase exsolution. Most iron meteorites are 
characterized by an intergrowth of two Fe-Ni alloys, Ni-poor 
kamacite and Ni-rich taenite. Here, we present Ni isotopic data 
for a whole set of iron meteorites from different groups, for sul-
phide inclusions and for coexisting taenite and kamacite. 

Results: It has been previously shown that iron meteorites 
display no anomaly in radiogenic 60Ni [1]: all isotopes can there-
fore be used for studying mass dependent fractionation. All bulk 
metal phases show enrichment in heavy isotopes relative to the 
terrestrial standard, in good agreement with data reported by [2]. 
Variations of 0.3‰ per mass unit are observed. The range in Ni 
isotope composition is much wider for sulphides than for metals 
(2‰ per mass unit). In all magmatic iron meteorites, the sulphide 
yields a heavier Ni isotopic composition than the metal or a com-
position similar to the metal. We also observed that the Ni-poor 
kamacite is isotopically heavier than the Ni-rich taenite. Opposite 
results are obtained for Fe isotopes [3, 4]. 

Interpretation and Model: During cooling, the growth of 
kamacite exsolved from taenite depends on the diffusion rate of 
Ni from kamacite to taenite. The rate limiting parameter is in fact 
the Ni diffusion coefficient in taenite and the light Ni isotope is 
enriched in the taenite. We modeled this process over the tem-
perature range 700-350°C, with a temperature-dependent diffu-
sion coefficient and a moving boundary between kamacite and 
taenite phases. Concentration profiles were calculated in the tae-
nite for two Ni isotopes and the isotopic fractionation factor was 
then inferred. Input parameters for the model - such as the diffu-
sion coefficient as a function of the Ni and P concentration, or 
the relative diffusion coefficients for two isotopes in the solid 
metal - are poorly constrained. However, we demonstrated that 
the precise cooling rate of the meteorite can be deduced from the 
isotopic fractionation measured between kamacite and taenite, 
once the diffusion coefficients are better determined. This kinetic 
process can also explain the Fe isotopic data: Fe isotopes are 
fractionated with an opposite sign relative to Ni because of the 
reverse diffusion fluxes. Such a diffusion-related mass dependent 
isotopic fractionation may also be responsible for the Ni frac-
tionation between metal and sulphides. 

References: [1] Quitté G. et al. 2006. Earth and Planetary 
Science Letters 242:16-25. [2] Moynier F. et al. 2005.  Abstract 
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F. et al. 2005. Earth and Planetary Science Letters 234: 151-164 
[4] Williams H. et al. 2006. Earth and Planetary Science Letters, 
in revision. 
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Eucrites are among the most ancient basalts of the Solar Sys-

tem, thus bearing witness to its earliest episodes of planetary dif-
ferentiation. Previous studies (i.e., [1-3]) have yielded scattered 
ages at 3.0 - 4.5 Ga, indicating that impacts may have disturbed 
the isotopic systems in these rocks. In order to shed new light on 
the apparent differences between terrestrial and meteoritic λ176Lu 
determinations [4-6] we examined the combined Sm-Nd and Lu-
Hf isotope systematics in one cumulate (Moama) and five basal-
tic (Béréba, Bouvante, Juvinas, Millbillillie, and Stannern) 
eucrites. These samples yield relatively imprecise ages for 
whole-rock (WR) and internal (WR, pyroxene PX, and plagio-
clase PL) isochrons for both Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf systems. The WR 
isochrons yield a Sm-Nd age of 4559 ± 150 Ma and a Lu-Hf age 
of 4637 ± 86 Ma. Individual Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf internal isochrons 
also give imprecise ages. Of these, Moama and Juvinas yield Sm-
Nd ages of 4520 ± 33 Ma and 4532 ± 53 Ma, respectively, and 
Millbillillie and Juvinas yield the least scattered Lu-Hf results, 
with ages of 4566 ± 93 Ma and an impossibly old 4697 ± 35 Ma, 
respectively, when using λ176Lu = 1.867 x 10-11 y-1 [7, 8]. 

The most probable explanation for these inconsistent results 
is open-system behavior in the eucrites. Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf data 
for the 6 PX-PL pairs do not consistently plot on their respective 
WR isochrons. The Sm-Nd PX data alone define two separate 
trends corresponding to 3.4 ± 0.5 Ga (n=4) and 0.92 ± 0.06 Ga 
(n=2), while the Lu-Hf PX data form a single trend correspond-
ing to 3.8 ± 0.6 Ga (n=6). We suggest that these ages correspond 
to two major episodes of bombardment in the Solar System, both 
previously recognized on the basis of Rb-Sr and Ar-Ar chrono-
metry of HEDs and chondritic meteorites [1, 3]. While the Lu-Hf 
isotope system appears to have been reset only during the first 
event, the Sm-Nd isotope system in some eucrites indicates two 
major events. 

If we use the internal Lu-Hf isochrons for Millbillillie and 
Juvinas to determine λ176Lu by age comparison [9, 10], we obtain 
values of approximately 1.87 x 10-11 and 1.92 x 10-11 y-1, respec-
tively. The former value is consistent with the terrestrial λ176Lu 
value [7, 8], while the latter is consistent with the extra-terrestrial 
value [4-6]. The reasons for these complexities are not com-
pletely understood [11], but constraining the isotopic systematics 
of individual meteorites, such as these eucrites, will ultimately 
help explain the discrepancy between the terrestrial and meteor-
itic 176Lu decay constant determinations. 
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Introduction:  Gamma rays that were measured by an ad-

vanced Ge spectrometer on the polar-orbiting Mars Odyssey 
spacecraft [1] have been used to map the distribution of H, Si, Cl, 
K, Fe, and Th.  These gamma rays are emitted from depths to 
tens of centimeters and are used to infer elemental abundances 
over footprints with radii of ~500 km or more.   

Spectra from June 2002 have been accumulated, processed, 
and sorted into spatial bins.  Many corrections are applied to the 
data.  The final count rates for gamma rays from specific ele-
ments are compared to theoretical values to get elemental abun-
dances.  Only decay data are needed to model abundances for the 
naturally-radioactive elements K and Th.  Computer codes that 
model the production and transport of neutrons are needed for 
interpreting the measurements for other elements, with absolute 
abundances normalized to the silicon abundances measured by 
Mars Pathfinder [2].  To date for cosmic-ray-produced gamma 
rays, only regions within about 45º of the equator have been ana-
lyzed to avoid regions with high concentrations of H that compli-
cate data analysis.  Details on the data processing and many re-
sults and interpretations are in a series of papers to be published 
in Journal of Geophysical Research – Planets.  

Elemental Results:  The maps of elemental abundances for 
H, Si, Cl, K, Fe, and Th all show variations.  There are two re-
gions with high abundances of H (about 7% water equivalent hy-
drogen) near the equator, in Arabia Terra and around Gusev Cra-
ter.  There is a region of low Si abundance west and south of 
Olympus Mons.  Iron tends to be higher in the northern lowlands.  
Chlorine varies by a factor of ~4 with the highest values in the 
Medusae Fossae formation west of Tharsis.  K and Th correlate 
well and vary by factors of ~5 and ~10, with most higher abun-
dances in regions of the northern lowlands.  

These elemental abundances show some spatial clustering.  
About 8 regions account for most of the variations [3,4].  Except 
for K and Th, these elements do not have strong correlations 
among themselves.  These element abundances do not correlated 
significantly with geology or other mapped data for Mars.  

Future Work:  The gamma rays for Ca, Al, S, and U are 
weak and often have interferences, but some elemental abun-
dances should be obtainable.  Analyses of spectra further pole-
ward will involve modeling high H concentrations in wet layers 
below dry layers.  Work will continue on mapping seasonal 
variations near the poles of enhancements of Ar in the atmos-
phere and thicknesses of the carbon dioxide caps. 

References:  [1] W. V. Boynton et al. 2004. Space Science 
Reviews 110:37-83.  [2] H. Wänke et al. 2001. Space Science 
Reviews 96:317-330.  [3] G. J. Taylor et al. 2006. Abstract 
#1981. 37-th Lunar & Planetary Science Conference. [4] O. Gas-
nault 2006. Abstract #2328. 37-th Lunar & Planetary Science 
Conference.  
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UNUSAL WEATHERING EFFECTS IN THE EL6 
CHONDRITE NORTHWEST AFRICA 4282.  
F. Brandstätter and G. Kurat. Naturhistorisches Museum, Burg-
ring 7, A-1010, Vienna, Austria. franz.brandstaetter@nhm-
wien.ac.at, gero.kurat@univie.ac.at. 
 

Introduction: NWA 4282 is a recently described EL6 chon-
drite that exhibits some unusual weathering features. One rock 
fragment (mass ~ 1.5 kg) purchased in Morocco was partly cov-
ered by a brownish-black to light-brown crust. A cut through the 
fragment (polished plate) revealed that the crust has an average 
thickness of ~1 - 2 mm. Parallel to the surface and along cracks 
some brownish staining is visible. However, the interior of the 
meteorite consists of a light-grey to medium-grey groundmass 
and looks fresh without any indication of weathering. Surpris-
ingly, it turned out that the apparently un-weathered interior has 
weathering grade W5 [1].  

Results: Microscopically, the overall texture of the meteorite 
is characterized by (i) a strongly re-crystallized silicate matrix 
with crystals of enstatite and plagioclase of about 20- 200 µm in 
size, (ii) the presence of numerous empty “holes” resulting in a 
porous appearance, (iii) the low abundance of opaque phases 
which comprise mainly daubreelite, minor troilite and metal, (iv) 
occurrence of relic chondrules and (v) the absence of metal 
grains > 10 µm in size and of other sulfides typical for EL chon-
drites such as oldhamite and alabandite, e.g. [2]. In places, a yel-
low-brownish, yet unidentified (Na, Cr, Fe) sulfate is present. 
This phase, apparently being a terrestrial alteration product, oc-
curs as aggregates up to 200 µm in size. Compositions of ensta-
tite (in wt%: <0.05 FeO, 0.2 CaO, 0.8 Al2O3) and plagioclase 
(Ab82An15Or3) are quite similar to the composition of these 
phases reported for the Neuschwanstein EL6 chondrite [3]. Sili-
con contents of kamacite (1.2 wt% Si) are within the composi-
tional range reported for equilibrated EL chondrites [4]. SEM 
investigations revealed that many enstatite crystals in the interior 
of the meteorite contain narrow (< 10 – 20 µm) silica-bearing 
veins which are connected to each other. The veins have a “zig-
zag” boundary to the surrounding enstatite host which apparently 
is the result of corrosion. Mostly, silica forms a seam  attached to 
the enstatite whereas the central part of the veins is empty. 

Discussion: The interior part of NWA 4282 has weathering 
grade W5 without exhibiting a corresponding Fe-staining. This 
indicates an unusual weathering process for this meteorite. The 
presence of numerous empty holes and the low abundance of 
opaque phases, especially the lack of large metal grains and the 
absence of oldhamite and alabandite suggest that these phases 
were dissolved and removed from the meteorite’s interior. The 
presence of silica-bearing veins in enstatite indicate that aqueous 
alteration of enstatite took place under acidic conditions – as is 
also supported by experiments [5] which revealed that only under 
acidic conditions enstatite alters to silica whereas under alkaline 
conditions phyllosilcates are formed. The missing Fe-staining 
indicates metal dissolution at moderate O fugacity. 

References: [1] Wlotzka F. 1993. Meteoritics 28: 460. [2] 
Brearley A. J. and Jones R. H. 1998. In: Planetary Materials (ed. 
Papike J. J.). Rev. Mineral. 36. Mineral. Soc. America:3/1-398. 
[3] Bischoff A. and Zipfel J. 2003. Abstract # 1212. 34th Lunar 
and Planetary Science Conference. [4] Zhang Y. et al. 1995. 
Journal of Geophysical Research 100: 9417-9438. [5] Ohnishi I. 
and Tomeoka K. 2005. Meteoritics & Planetary Science 40: 
A118. 
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EXPERIMENTAL HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION OF 
KAINSAZ (CO3) UNDER ANOXIC CONDITIONS: 
CONSTRAINTS ON AQUEOUS ALTERATION IN 
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES 
Adrian J. Brearley and Paul V. Burger, Department of Earth and 
Planetary Sciences, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 
NM87131, USA. brearley@unm.edu 

 
Introduction: To gain further insights into aqueous alteration 
processes that affected carbonaceous chondrites, we have carried 
out a series of hydrothermal experiments to investigate the altera-
tion behavior of Kainsaz (CO3) under anoxic conditions. This 
study, carried out using uncrushed samples, extends our previous 
work using Allende [1] to protolith materials that contain signifi-
cant amounts of Fe,Ni metal. Two sets of experiments have been 
performed at temperatures of 100 and 200°C for time periods of 
7, 28, 90 and 180 days. The experiments were carried out in Parr 
reaction vessels in an inert atmosphere of nitrogen.  These condi-
tions are much more reducing than our Allende experiments. 
Rather than being immersed in the aqueous fluid, the samples 
were suspended above the fluid reservoir and interacted with wa-
ter vapor. After the experimental runs the samples were exam-
ined by optical microscopy, SEM and TEM. 

Results: Irrespective of experimental conditions, all the sam-
ples show evidence of alteration. The sample surfaces exhibit a 
red-brown coloration and crystals of white secondary phases are 
apparent on the sample surfaces. At both experimental tempera-
tures and for all run times, SEM studies show that the dominant 
alteration phase on the sample surfaces are calcite grains with 
grain sizes ranging between 5-100 µm. There is no systematic 
variation in the grain size of the calcites as a function of run time 
or experimental temperature.  The sample surfaces show variable 
development of bulbous to fibrous Fe oxide, whose abundance is 
a function of both temperature and run time. TEM studies of 
samples removed from the surfaces of the samples show that 
magnetite is present and also show that fine-grained fibrous phyl-
losilicates with compositions and d-spacings consistent with Mg-
rich serpentine are common. 

Discussion: Like our experiments using Allende, alteration 
occurs extremely rapidly even at 100°C and the reaction products 
bear close similarities to those that occur in altered carbonaceous 
chondrites. However, there are notable differences compared 
with our Allende experiments, which we attribute to the more 
reducing conditions. In particular, Ca-sulfates are absent in these 
new experiments, with carbonate dominating the alteration as-
semblage. This observation indicates that oxidation of sulfides in 
the protolith material has not occurred. In addition, the develop-
ment of Mg-rich phyllosilicates on the sample surfaces appears to 
have occurred much more rapidly than in our Allende experi-
ments. Although the experiments were carried out in the presence 
of water vapor rather than liquid water, the presence of abundant 
Ca carbonate on the sample surfaces indicates that mass transfer 
of soluble material was still highly effective. It seems probable 
that even under these conditions, a film of liquid water must still 
have been present along grain boundaries within the sample and 
possibly along the sample surfaces that acted as a mass transfer 
medium. Further characterization studies are in progress, but 
these data indicate that these experiments closely approximate 
the alteration assemblage found in CM chondrites. 

References:  [1] Jones, C.L. and Brearley, A.J. (2006) Geo-
chimica et Cosmochimica Acta  70, 1040-1058.  
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TRACE ELEMENT ZONING IN CM CHONDRITE 
CARBONATES: INSIGHTS FROM COMPOSITIONAL 
MAPPING USING NANOSIMS Adrian J. Brearley1, Peter 
Weber2 and Ian D. Hutcheon2. 1Department of Earth and Plane-
tary Sciences, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 
NM87131, USA. brearley@unm.edu 2Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory, P.O.Box 808, L-231,Livermore, CA 94551-
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Introduction: Carbonates have been widely recognized in CM 
carbonaceous chondrites and have the potential to constrain con-
ditions and processes of aqueous alteration in this complex group 
of meteorites. SEM and CL studies show that carbonate grains in 
CM chondrites exhibit complex zoning that is a function of minor 
or trace element contents [1]. However, the distribution of minor 
and trace elements in these grains is not well understood. To ad-
dress this problem, we have used the Cameca NanoSIMS at 
LLNL to study the distribution of a suite of trace elements (Mg, 
Mn, Fe, Cu, Ba, Sr, Pb, Cr) in calcite grains in the Y791198 CM 
chondrite. We are particularly interested in the distribution of Mn 
in calcites for studies of the Mn-Cr systematics of CM carbonates 
to extend our previous work [1,2].  

Results: These studies have been highly successful at reveal-
ing complex trace element zoning in calcites that generally corre-
lates well with the zoning observed by CL investigations. A 
common feature of many of the carbonate grains is the presence 
of distinct, localized regions within the grains that are enriched in 
Mn. These regions vary in size and shape, but are typically less 
than 5 μm in size and generally correlate reasonable well with 
regions of high CL. Without exception in the grains studied so 
far, the enrichments in Mn are never at the center of the grains, 
but are usually present in zones close to the grain edges. In sev-
eral grains, Sr/Ca ratios are spatially anticorrelated with Mn/Ca 
ratios and many grains show an increase in the Sr/Ca ratio at 
their rims. In addition, in some grains we have observed distinct 
hot spots with extremely high Sr/Ca or Ba/Ca ratios, whose ori-
gin is currently obscure.  

Discussion: The NanoSIMS trace element maps confirm that 
there is remarkable diversity in zoning behavior from one calcite 
grain to another. Although some grains appear to share common 
zoning characteristics (e.g. increased Sr at grain edges), many do 
not. We suggest that the diversity in zoning is a reflection of 
variations in the trace element chemistry of the fluid as a func-
tion of both space and time. We have recently suggested that 
some of the textural characteristics of CM chondrites, particu-
larly the spatial distribution of carbonates and phosphates, could 
be explained by the presence of localized variations in fluid 
chemistry (i.e. microchemical environments)[3]. These variations 
in fluid chemistry are controlled by alteration reactions on a 
highly localized scale (10s of microns). The zoning in the car-
bonates appears to be compatible with such a scenario. In this 
model, specific trace elements are enriched in the fluid depend-
ing on what primary minerals are being altered locally at a par-
ticular time. Changes in fluid chemistry will occur as particular 
phases are consumed or trace elements are fractionated into new 
alteration phases.  

References [1] Brearley, A.J. and Hutcheon, I.D. (2002) 
MAP 37, A23. [2] Brearley, A.J. and Hutcheon, I.D. (2000) 
Lunar and Planetary Science XXXI. Abstract #1407. [3] Brear-
ley, A.J. (2006) Lunar and Planetary Science XXXI. Abstract 
#2074. 
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TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DEPENDENT 
FORMATION OF RINGWOODITE ALONG A MELT 
VEIN IN DAR AL GANI 650 (L6).  
P. C. Buchanan1, K. Wünnemann1, and W. U. Reimold1. 
1Museum für Naturkunde (Mineralogie), Humboldt-Universität, 
Invalidenstrasse 43, D-10115 Berlin, Germany. E-mail: 
Paul.Buchanan@MUSEUM.HU-Berlin.de. 

 
Introduction: The L6 ordinary chondrite Dar Al Gani 650 

contains relatively thick (up to 1 mm) melt veins.  During analy-
sis by SEM and Raman spectroscopy, we identified a 5 μm wide 
layer of ringwoodite that runs along both edges of one of these 
veins for up to several mm. Such layers are also present along 
thinner veins that represent injection of melt from the main vein 
into surrounding host rock. These textures suggest that the oli-
vine-ringwoodite transformation was controlled by increased 
temperature associated with the melt [see discussions in 1 and 2]. 
Kerschhofer et al. [3] determined that this transformation re-
quires temperatures  900oC and pressures  18 GPa. The present 
study is an attempt to use the width of these ringwoodite layers, 
the probable time available for transformation, and the thermal 
conductivity of olivine to determine the initial temperature of the 
melt. 

Modeling of Impact: In order to estimate the time this chon-
dritic material experienced pressures great enough to transform 
olivine to ringwoodite, we first modeled the pressure and tem-
perature as a function of time at a point immediately below the 
crater formed by the impact of a 10 km diameter object on a 
much larger ordinary chondrite asteroid. Velocity of the impactor 
was assumed to be 10 km/s, and both impactor and target were 
approximated as dunite with 5% porosity. Maximum calculated 
shock pressure was slightly greater than 120 GPa (in contrast to 
[2], who assumed that maximum pressure was approximately 25 
GPa). The time between completion of melting and decay of 
shock pressure to 18 GPa was approximately 1 sec. 

Modeling of Olivine-Ringwoodite Transformation: We 
used this time and the equation for conduction of heat from a 
vein through an olivine host [4] to determine the temperature 
within the vein required to develop a 900oC isotherm 5 m from 
the vein edge. Considering the lack of ringwoodite at significant 
distances from the veins, we assumed a host rock temperature of 
500oC [see 2]. Further, we ignored anisotropy of olivine thermal 
properties and, instead, used an average value for conductivity. 
These calculations suggest that the required temperature is close 
to 4800oC. Considering the assumptions employed, this is rela-
tively similar to the numerically calculated maximum tempera-
ture at the point below the crater (slightly under 4000oC). 

Conclusions: The high pressure and melt temperature sug-
gested by these layers of ringwoodite indicate that these veins 
were principally formed by shock melting with minor or negligi-
ble influence of frictional melting. Large variations in tempera-
ture and pressure within short distances in these shocked chon-
dritic materials emphasize the heterogeneous character of hyper-
velocity impact.  

References: [1] Langenhorst F. and Poirier J.-P. 2000. Earth 
Planet. Sci. Lett. 184:37-55. [2] Sharp T.G. et al. 2003. LPS 
XXXIV:#1278 CD-ROM. [3] Kerschhofer L. et al. 2000. Phys. 
Earth Plane. Int. 121:59-76. [4] Carslaw H.S. and Jaeger J.C. 
1959. Conduction of Heat in Solids. 2nd edition. Oxford: Claren-
don Press, London, U.K., 510 p. 
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Introduction: During the 4th Omani-Swiss meteorite search 

campaign in 2005, two target areas of approx. 20 km2 each were 
selected for detailed mapping of rock and soil types in order to 
test influences of surface types on meteorite abundance and to 
date young geological deposits with meteorites. 

Mapping area 1: This area is centered about 15 km E of 
Haima at 20°0’N, 56°24’E. Surfaces are characterized by soils 
consisting of cm-sized limestone fragments mixed with wind-
blown silt, with shallow outcrops of limestone belonging to the 
Early to Middle Miocene Dam formation in between. Mapping 
area 1 is characteristic for typical meteorite recovery areas in the 
central Oman deserts. 

Mapping area 2: This area is located 50 km E of Ghaba cen-
tered at 21°20’N, 57°45’E. It is located on alluvial fans derived 
from the Oman Mts. with surfaces consisting of relatively dark 
gravel with more fine-grained areas between channels. This area 
is also characterized by a relief inversion (channels facies mod-
elled out to elongated hills). The age of the alluvial fan sediments 
assigned to the Barzaman formation is uncertain (Plio-
cene/Pleistocene). Here we wanted to test the idea to date sedi-
ments indirectly by obtaining terrestrial ages of meteorites that 
fell on them. 

Meteorite finds, area 1: >100 meteorites (not corrected for 
pairing) were found in and near the mapping area, including 
overlapping strewnfields of a mesosiderite and of a Rumuruti 
chondrite. The process of classification of all finds and sorting 
out pairings is still in progress. Meteorite find locations are gen-
erally correlated with the less sandy areas. 

Meteorite finds, area 2: Mapping area 2 yielded only a sin-
gle 7 kg LL meteorite. Due to the predominance of dark-colored 
rocks systematic searches are very difficult, and surface dating 
with meteorites depends on accidental finds. The low 14C age of 
6.3 ± 1.3 kyr of the single find only puts a lower limit to the age 
of the formation. 

Conclusions: The combination of satellite image based map-
ping of soil surfaces with a systematic search for meteorites is 
found very promising to better understand the processes of mete-
orite accumulation on the desert surfaces in Oman. Whether this 
approach will allow predictions about the meteorite abundance 
on certain surfaces will be a subject of testing during future 
searches. 
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HIGH-PRECISION 40AR-39AR DATING OF DIFFERENT 
RUMURUTI LITHOLOGIES. 
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Universität Heidelberg, Im Neuenheimer Feld 236, D-69120 
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Kosygin St. 19, 119991 Moscow, Russia. 3Dpt. Earth Planetary 
Sciences, University of New Mexico, Northrop Hall, Albuquer-
que, NM-87131, USA. 4Museum für Naturkunde, Invalidenstr. 
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R-chondrites have highly oxidized mineral assemblages [1,2] 

and contain, with decreasing abundance, olivine, plagioclase, Ca-
rich pyroxene, low-Ca pyroxene, minor phases such as pyr-
rhotite, pentlandite, chromian spinel, and traces of metallic FeNi. 
Most R-chondrites are light/dark structured regolith breccias con-
sisting of highly recrystallized fragments as well as unequili-
brated lithologies and contain solar-wind-implanted rare gases 
[3]. The meteorite Rumuruti is the only fall of the highly oxi-
dized R chondrite group. Previous studies performing 40Ar-39Ar 
dating on Rumurutiites yielded complex age spectra disturbed by 
both diffusive 40Ar loss and 39Ar recoil redistribution [4]. This 
hampers conclusions on the early thermal history of Rumuruti 
and its parent body. Realizing that Rumuruti is a complex breccia 
containing fragments of petrologic type 3, 4, 5, and 6 and 
“shock-blackened” [5] lithologies, we applied 40Ar-39Ar dating to 
different lithologies. A light clast of type 5/6 (Rumuruti B), a 
sample of clastic matrix type 3.8 (Rumuruti C), and a type 3 clast 
(Rumuruti A).  

The age spectra show partial degassing and diffusive 40Ar 
loss as low apparent ages in the first argon extractions, plateau 
segments and age drop offs at high degassing temperatures due to 
39Ar recoil redistribution into pyroxene and/or olivine. The dis-
turbing features increase in the order Rumuruti B C A and 
correlate with decreasing grain size of plagioclase (glass) which 
is the major carrier of K and radiogenic 40Ar. In fragments of pet-
rologic type 3, feldspar-normative glass can be found within 
chondrules and also in the fine-grained, porous matrix. In type 4 
plagioclase crystals form large isolated intergrowths (up to 200 
µm) which seem to develop into networks in type 5 and 6. The 
feldspars of type 4, 5, and 6 have a composition of Ab74-90An5-
23Or2-9. Age plateaus are best preserved for the coarse grained 
equilibrated type 5/6 lithology, defining an age of 4.53±0.01 Ga. 
We interpret the different lithologies to have the same thermal 
history, but with different response to thermal events due to dif-
ferent plagioclase (glass) grain size. This implies a very short 
metamorphic history of the R-chondrite parent body and very 
early breccia formation, probably within a few Ma after R-
chondrite parent body formation.  

References: [1] Schulze H. et al. (1994) MAPS, 29, 275-286. 
[2] Kallemeyn G. W. et al. (1996) GCA, 60, 2243-2256. [3] We-
ber H.W. and Schultz L. (2001) LPS XXXII, Abstract #1500. [4] 
Dixon E.T., Bogard D.D., Garrison D.H. (2003) MAPS 38, 341-
355. [5] Stöffler D. et al. (1991) GCA, 55, 3845-3867.  
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PETROLOGY AND COMPOSITION OF LUNAR 
FELDSPATHIC BRECCIAS NWA 2995, DHOFAR 
1180 AND DHOFAR 1428  T. E. Bunch1, J. H. Wittke1 
and R. L. Korotev2, 1Dept. of Geology, Northern Arizona 
University, Flagstaff, AZ, tbear1@cableone.net, 2Earth 
and Planetary Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, 
MO 
 
 A feldspathic breccia from Algeria and two mingled 
highlands+mare lunar breccias found recently in Oman 
bring the total number of unpaired lunar meteorites to 
more than 40. 
 Northwest Africa 2995 is a very fresh feldspathic 
fragmental breccia that contains many highlands fine-
grained lithologies: norite (orthopyroxene Fs26.4Wo4, 
FeO/MnO = 66), olivine basalt (olivine Fa87.2, FeO/MnO = 
95; plagioclase An84.7), subophitic basalt (augite Fs25-

48Wo37.1-25.9; pigeonite Fs27.8-31.7Wo15.4-9.3, FeO/MnO = 53; 
olivine Fa36.3, FeO/MnO = 90; plagioclase An97), gabbro 
(olivine Fa34.7, FeO/MnO = 95; pigeonite Fs28.2Wo8.9, 
FeO/MnO = 67; plagioclase An94), KREEP-like basalt 
(plagioclase Ab50Or17.4; K-feldspar Ab14.3Or83.6; silica, 
phosphate and Fe-rich pyroxenes), troctolite (olivine 
Fa30.8, FeO/MnO = 94; plagioclase An94.7), granulitic 
impact melts (olivine Fa31; orthopyroxene Fs25.2Wo3.4; 
plagioclase An95); anorthosite (An92.7-96.8), glassy impact 
melts, coarse-grained mineral fragments, and a 0.35 mm-
sized grain of meteoritic Ni-Fe metal (Ni = 6.3 wt.%, Co = 
1.0 wt %). 
 Dhofar 1180 and Dhofar 1428 are clast-rich, 
crystalline melt breccias that do not appear to be paired 
stones.  Dhofar 1180 is largely populated with anorthositic 
lithologies, including ferroan anorthosite (plagioclase An95 
with up to 1.1 wt.% FeO), anorthositic gabbro (olivine 
Fa39, FeO/MnO = 96-101), norite (olivine Fa18), troctolite, 
minor amounts of ophitic to subophitic basalts (evidently 
with mare affinities) and impact melt breccias.  Dhofar 
1428 is dominated by plagioclase and xenolithic breccia 
clasts with subordinate amounts of norite (olivine Fa36, 
FeO/MnO = 104; plagioclase An96.4; orthopyroxene 
Fs28.4Wo4.1, FeO/MnO = 51), troctolite (plagioclase An95.5; 
olivine Fa25.8, FeO/MnO = 89), and subophitic basalts that 
contain highly zoned pyroxenes (Fs14.9 Wo5.1 to Fs 41.2 
Wo15.2). 
 Bulk Compositions: Dhofar 1180 contains 22.6 wt.% 
Al2O3, 9.3 wt.% FeO and 0.9 ppm Th, and plots at the 
feldspathic end of the field for mingled highlands+mare 
lunar breccias [1].  It does not appear to be paired with any 
other of the known Omani lunar meteorites, and shows 
compositional similarities to Calcalong Creek and Yamato 
983885, but with a lower bulk Mg/Fe ratio and lower 
concentrations of incompatible elements.  Analyses of 
NWA 2995 and Dhofar 1428 are in progress. 
 Reference: [1] Korotev R. L. 2005 Chemie der Erde 
65: 297-346. 
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NORTHWEST AFRICA 2968: A DUNITE FROM 
4VESTA  T. E. Bunch1, J. H. Wittke1, D. Rumble, III2, A. 
J. Irving3 and B. Reed, 1Dept. of Geology, Northern 
Arizona University, Flagstaff, tbear1@cableone.net, 
2Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institution, 
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University of Washington, Seattle 
 
 Discovery:  A total of 268 grams of blocky, dark 
brown fragments (17-25 mm across) collected by nomads 
in Algeria in 2004 appear to be from the first recognized 
coarse-grained olivine-rich rock with affinities to the 
HEDO meteorites. 
 Petrography: The original grainsize is unknown 
because of a tendency to fracture on curved to linear 
compression and shear fractures subparallel to one of the 
extinction directions in olivine, but it must have been in 
excess of 20 mm.  Olivine (Fa7.5±0.2; FeO/MnO = 48; both 
Cr2O3 and NiO <0.03 wt.%) is predominant (>95 vol.%), 
and exhibits large domain offset, isolated mosaicness and 
undulatory extinction.  Tiny grains (<0.03 mm) of 
orthopyroxene (Fs6.7Wo1.5, FeO/MnO = 26), metal 
(kamacite, Ni = 4.7-6.8; taenite, Ni = 39.1-50.7 wt %), 
troilite (Ni = 0.36 wt %)  and pyrrhotite (Ni = 1.7-4.7 wt 
%) occur commonly within fractures (see BSE image 
below) and as rare inclusions. 
 

 
 
 Oxygen Isotopic Composition: Replicate analyses of 
an acid-washed and metal-free sample by laser fluorination 
gave, respectively: δ17O = +1.44, +1.48, δ18O = +3.08, 
+3.22, Δ17O = -0.178, -0.212 per mil (for mTFL = 0.526). 
 Conclusion:  On the basis of FeO/MnO ratios [1] and 
oxygen isotopic compositions [2], NWA 2968 has 
affinities with the HEDO meteorites and by inference 
4Vesta.  Olivine is much more magnesian than in the six 
known olivine diogenites (Fa28-36 [3]), and thus NWA 2968 
may represent a cumulate from a very primitive Vestan 
magma. 
 References: [1] Papike J. et al. 2003 Am. Mineral. 88: 469-472 
[2] Wiechert U. et al. (2004) EPSL 221: 373-382; Greenwood R. et 
al. 2005 Nature 435: 916-918 [3] Irving A. et al. (2003) LPS XXXIV, 
#1502; Irving A. et al. (2005) LPS XXXVI, #2188. 
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Introduction: Vestoids [1] are relatively small objects, usu-

ally with estimated diameters of 10 km or less, that have reflec-
tance spectra similar to the ~500-km diameter asteroid 4 Vesta 
and the HEDs (howardites, eucrites, and diogenites).  Approxi-
mately seventy Vestoids have been identified in the main belt 
and approximately fifteen in the near-Earth asteroid population 
on the basis of visible and/or near-infrared reflectance spectra. 

Near-infrared spectra of Vestoids taken using the SpeX in-
strument at the NASA IRTF (Infrared Telescope Facility) allow 
for average pyroxene mineralogies to be estimated for these ob-
jects [2] since the SpeX spectra encompass both the 1 and 2 μm 
absorption features.  SpeX spectra have currently been obtained 
on Vesta, fifteen main-belt Vestoids, and nine near-Earth Ves-
toids.  These spectra are currently being analyzed to try to deter-
mine their mineralogies and the minimum ejection velocities 
from Vesta needed for these objects to reach their present orbits. 

Method:  Minimum theoretical ejection velocities are calcu-
lated from the escape velocity (~360 m/s) needed to escape 
Vesta’s gravitational field and the estimated minimum velocity 
needed to change the Vestoid’s orbital elements from Vesta’s 
orbital elements [3].  Possible compositional trends versus ejec-
tion velocity from Vesta will be identified by looking at varia-
tions in the wavelength positions of the 1 and 2 μm band minima 
and calculated relative abundances of low- and high-Ca pyrox-
enes, which can be estimated using MGM (Modified Gaussian 
Modeling) [4,5].  No trend may exist since cratering studies [6] 
have found that the largest fragments ejected at any velocity are 
spalls that originate from the target planet's surface.  The miner-
alogy of the km-sized Vestoids would then be only a function of 
where on Vesta’s surface that they originated from. 

Results:  Approximately 90% of observed main-belt Ves-
toids have calculated ejection velocities from Vesta of ~1 km/s or 
smaller.  A few Vestoids have ejection velocities between 1 and 
2 km/s.  Excluding 1459 Magnya, which is located at 3.15 AU, 
the only known Vestoid with a minimum ejection velocity from 
Vesta greater than 2 km/s is 1468 Zomba (2.20 AU).  We are cur-
rently determining if the composition of the Vestoids varies with 
minimum ejection velocity from Vesta and if all Vestoids have 
mineralogies consistent with being derived from Vesta.   

References: [1] Binzel R. P. and Xu S. 1993. Science 
260:186-191. [2] Kelley M. S. et al. 2003. Icarus 165:215-218. 
[3] Zappalà V. et al. 1996. Icarus 124:156-180. [4] Sunshine J. 
M. et al. 1990. JGR 95:6955-6966. [5] Sunshine J. M. and Pieters 
C. M. 1993. JGR 98:9075-9087. [6] Melosh H. J. 1984. Icarus 
59:234-260. 
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THERMOMETRY OF LANDES SILICATE INCLUSIONS 
AND ACAPULCOITES BASED ON IN SITU TRACE 
ELEMENT ANALYSES.  
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Geologie und Mineralogie, Zülpicherstr. 49b 50674 Köln. E-
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Trace elements in ol, opx, cpx and plag from the Landes IAB 

silicate-inclusions (La-sil-inc) and two Acapulcoites, Acapulco 
and Dhofar 125 were determined by LA-ICP-MS (ANU-
Canberra), major elements by electron microprobe. Results are 
compared with corresponding data on terrestrial spinel-
peridotites (sp-per) [1], equilibrated at temperatures ranging from 
1145K to 1489K (calculated at an assumed pressure of 15kbar 
with the Ca-in-opx thermometer). The mineral chemistry of me-
teorite assemblages is with fa4 to fa11 and equilibration tempera-
tures of 1170K to1230K, as determined by Ca in opx-cores 
(<1kbar), very similar to that of sp-per. Acapulcoites and sil-incl 
in IABs differ from sp-per in having plag, metal and low Al in 
opx and cpx.  

Cpx/opx ratios of Ga, Y, Yb and Lu are similarly good tem-
perature indicators in the meteorites as in sp-per. The cpx/opx 
ratios of Zr, Hf, Sc and V are higher in meteorite samples than in 
the sp-per, probably caused by lower Al in the meteoritic opx. 
Minor Ca-zoning in opx and Ca-in-olivine temperatures of ca. 
910K in the equilibrated meteorites reflect slow cooling [2], in 
contrast to the sp-per samples analysed by [1] where zoning is 
absent.  

The distributions of trace elements among mineral phases are 
apparently independent of pressure. This is also true for ol/opx 
ratios of Fe, Ni, Co and Ga, which are very similar in sp-per and 
Acapulcoites, despite 300 times lower Ni in meteoritic olivine, 
confirming the validity of Henry's law of up to 0.4 % Ni in ol. In 
La-sil-incl all four elements are lower in ol than predicted by the 
sp-per data, reflecting decreasing fO2 with cooling and simulta-
neous diffusion of Fe, Ni, Co and Ga from olivine into metal. 
Lower FeO than expected from opx-ol equilibrium distribution 
[3] is typical of many sil-incl in IAB iron meteorites [4]. The late 
reducing event in IABs could be the result of collisional disrup-
tion of the IAB-parent body. If fO2 in IAB silicate inclusions is 
determined by the C-CO-CO2 buffer a sudden pressure release 
caused by the disruption would lead to a strong decrease in 
fO2[5].  

References: [1] Witt-Eickschen G. and O`Neill H. St.C. 
2005. Chemical Geology 221:65-101. [2] Köhler T. et al. 1991. 
Neues Jahrbuch Mineralogie Monatshefte H9:423-431. [3] v. 
Seckendorff V. and O`Neill H. St.C. 1993. Contributions to Min-
eralogy and Petrology 113:196-207. [4] v. Seckendorff V. et al. 
1992. Meteoritics 27 no3 p.288. [5] Brett R. and Sato M. 1984. 
Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 48:111-120.  
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THE SOLAR WIND FE/MG RATIO.  D.S. Burnett1, 
A.J.G. Jurewicz2, Y. Guan2, D.S. Woolum3, K. McKeegan4 
1Geo. Plan. Sci., Caltech, Pasadena CA, 91125, 2Geology 
Arizona St. U., 3Physics, Calif. State U, Fullerton, 4Earth, Space 
Sciences, UCLA. 
 
To meet the Genesis mission goal for improved solar 
elemental abundances, we need to address the issue of 
fractionation of the abundances of elements in the solar 
wind compared to the solar photosphere.  There is a well-
established depletion of elements in the solar wind with 
high first ionization potential (FIP>9eV) compared to 
lower FIP elements, but there is no evidence for 
fractionation between lower FIP elements. 
    Using secondary ion mass spectrometry, we have 
measured the fluences of Fe and Mg for the “bulk” 
collector of the Genesis mission.  Excellent solar wind 
depth profiles were obtained for Fe in diamond-like-carbon 
collector materials.  Reasonable fluence agreement is 
found in replicate analyses among different samples.  
Integration of the depth profiles and comparison with an 
implant standard of known fluence yields an Fe fluence of  
1.4 x 1012/cm2.  
   Excellent depth profiles for Mg in diamond-like-C are 
also obtained, but there are problems with fluence 
reproducibility, so at present, we base a Mg fluence on 
profiles measured in Si substrates.  The profiles at shallow 
depths (< 40nm) appear to depend on whether a low 
pressure O2 flood is used.  Although additional study is 
required, the O2 flood appears to significantly reduce 
problems due to Mg surface contamination.  However, at 
depths than about 40nm the flood and no-flood profiles are 
in good agreement, as are the derived fluences.  Fourteen 
profiles in 4 different Si samples are consistent with a Mg 
fluence of 1.8 x 1012/cm2. 
   Thus, the present Genesis solar wind Fe/Mg ratio is 0.78 
which is in good agreement with both spacecraft data and 
the abundance ratio derived from photospheric absorption 
line spectra.  Our ultimate goal is to obtain Genesis 
abundance ratios accurate to ~5%  two sigma for major 
elements, whose photospheric abundances are also well 
known. 
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SPECTRO-DYNAMICAL ASTEROID FAMILIES 
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Asteroid families are normally identified through similarities 

in proper orbital elements that are shared among the members of 
each family. It is commonly believed that asteroid families con-
sist of remnants from the collisional disruptions of once larger 
parent bodies, and thus the members of each family should be 
genetically related, and their range in compositions should make 
cosmochemical sense. 

Recent studies have tested the genetic reality of dynamical 
asteroid families through analyses of the spectral reflectance col-
ors or taxonomic classifications of family members [1,2]. While 
these studies have typically reported significant similarities in 
color between members of each family, these results are some-
what limited by their reliance on family memberships defined 
solely on orbital elements. 

A new method of searching for asteroid families was pro-
posed that combines both orbital and spectral information as part 
of the clustering process [3]. The initial application of this proce-
dure focused on families in the middle of the main belt, using 
visible-wavelength spectra for 465 asteroids with semi-major 
axes between 2.7 and 2.8 AU.  We now extend this method to 
cover the entire main belt, utilizing data for 2,074 asteroids ob-
tained during three major spectroscopic surveys: the first and 
second phases of the Small Main-belt Asteroid Spectroscopic 
Survey (SMASS) [4,5] and the Small Solar System Objects Spec-
troscopic Survey (S3OS2) [6]. 

The clustering algorithm involves identifying pairs of objects 
with small differences (dissimilarities) in both orbital element 
and spectral component spaces. The well-established dynamical 
families are all confirmed using this approach, and several new 
families have been identified.   

Results: The combination of both orbital and spectral infor-
mation in the search for asteroid families has several advantages 
over previous studies that focus primarily on the distributions of 
orbital elements.  By including spectral parameters in the cluster 
analysis, boundaries of known families can be more accurately 
determined, close or overlapping families in orbital element 
space can be separated, interlopers can be identified, and older, 
more diffuse families that might otherwise be missed can now be 
recognized.  Preliminary results from this work show that, aside 
from variations in spectral slope, nearly every family appears to 
be spectrally homogeneous.  There is no indication that we have 
sampled different lithologies within a single family that might be 
attributed to layering of a differentiated body (iron core, olivine-
rich mantle, silicate crust).  These results will help place impor-
tant constraints on collisional models and on the processes of 
family formation. 

References:  [1] Ivezic Z. et al. 2002. Astronomical Journal 
124:2943-2948. [2] Mothe-Diniz T. et al. 2005. Icarus 174:54-
80.  [3] Bus S. J. 1999. Compositional structure in the asteroid 
belt: Results of a spectroscopic survey. PhD Thesis, MIT.  [4] Xu 
S. et al. 1995. Icarus 115:1-35.  [5] Bus, S. J. and Binzel R. P. 
2002. Icarus 158:106-145. [6] Lazzaro D. et al. 2004. Icarus 
172:179-220. 
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Introduction: Insoluble organic matter (IOM) and matrix 

from primitive carbonaceous chondrites carry isotope enrich-
ments (δD≤20000‰, δ15N≤3200‰) that are comparable to those 
in interplanetary dust particles [1, this work]. Hence, primitive 
organics that formed in the protosolar cloud (PSC) – or maybe in 
the cold outer regions of the protoplanetary disk – survived ac-
cretion and planetary processing on the asteroids, the parent bod-
ies of the chondrites. Most D and 15N anomalies are spatially un-
correlated, indicating that distinct processes produced them. 
While various reactions in the PSC can account for the D en-
richments [2], the 15N anomalies cannot be explained by existing 
models [3]. Alternative mechanisms, possibly within the solar 
system [4], have to be considered. Identifying the isotopically 
anomalous carriers will help to understand the earliest evolution 
of organic matter from PSC to the solar system. 

Results: SIMS analyses of CR2 chondrite EET 92042 IOM 
[5] revealed two isotopically anomalous, micron-size discrete 
carbon grains (“A” with δ13C~−113‰ and δ15N ~1150‰; “B” 
with δD~6000‰, Fig.). Grains and intermediate IOM (δD 
~2200‰) were thinned and extracted by FIB-SEM [6] and exam-
ined by transmission electron microscopy (Fig.). EDS and elec-
tron diffraction patterns show that all analyzed matter is C-rich 
and amorphous. 15N-rich grain A is monolithic C with trace Si; 
D-rich grain B is porous organic C with traces of Si and S. The 
intermediate IOM is also porous organic C and contains nm-size 
Fe-Ni, chromite and Ca-rich grains. C- and N-XANES spectros-
copy proves the hydro-carbonaceous, non-graphitic character of 
the IOM and indicates distinct N bonding states for grains A and 
B. On-going EELS, NanoSIMS, and synchrotron IR micro-
spectroscopic analyses will characterize the isotopic composi-
tions of additional elements, and the chemical structural variation 
and bonding states of the C-bearing molecules. 

 
Part of this work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. DoE by the Univ. of Calif. Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. The Advanced Light Source is supported by the 
Director, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences Division, of the U.S. DoE under 
Contract No. DE-AC03-76F00098 at Lawerence Berkeley National Laboratory. 

References: [1] Busemann H. et al. 2006. Science 90:1151–
1154. [2] Sandford S. A. 2001. Meteorit. & Planet. Sci. 36:1117-
1133. [3] Charnley S. B. & Rodgers S. D. 2002. Astrophys. J. 
569:L133-L137. 27th LPSC. [4] Marty B. 2006. Science 90: 706-
707. [5] Busemann H. et al. 2006. Abstract #2005. 37th LPSC. 
[6] Zega T. J. & Stroud R. M. 2006. Abstract #1441. 37th LPSC. 
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Introduction: The initial Pu/U ratio of the solar system is an 

important parameter in models of nucleosynthesis, cosmochro-
nology and development of the terrestrial mantle and atmosphere. 
Previous estimates of this ratio are based on analyses of the St. 
Severin chondrite and the angrite Angra dos Reis. Results are 
poorly constrained, ranging from 0.004 to 0.008. Estimation of 
this parameter for the Earth is complicated by the short half-life 
of 244Pu (82 Ma), meaning it was effectively extinct by 3.9 Ga 
ago. Ancient detrital zircons from Jack Hills, Australia are up to 
4.4 Ga in age, providing a possible window on the Hadean Earth 
when 244Pu was still live and providing an opportunity to deter-
mine the initial Pu/U ratio. We have previously reported analyses 
of fission xenon in individual zircons ranging in age from 4.1-4.2 
Ga, which showed evidence for plutogenic xenon [1]. The 
(Pu/U)0 inferred from these results varied from essentially zero to 
0.0066 for individual zircons, indicating either metamorphic loss 
of Xe or igneous fractionation of Pu and U. Here we report re-
sults from a larger zircon suite and address the question of Xe 
loss. 

Experimental: Individual zircons are minute, weighing only a 
few micrograms, and as such the expected amount of xenon in 
these grains is only ~10-15 cc STP. In order to measure this Xe we 
have utilised the highly sensitive RELAX laser resonance ionisa-
tion mass spectrometer. To investigate Xe loss 17 zircons were 
neutron-irradiated to generate fission xenon from 235U. Meas-
urement of 131Xe/134Xe and 132Xe/134Xe ratios allows us to calcu-
late the relative contributions from spontaneous fission of 244Pu 
and 238U and neutron fission of 235U and hence compare Pu/U 
and Xe retention ages.  

Results: Measured Pu/U ratios (back calculated to 4.56 Ga on 
the basis of Pb-Pb ages) range from zero to 0.012. U-Xe ages 
indicate that xenon loss is common and occurred typically be-
tween 3 and 4 Ga ago.  It has been suggested that LREE, such as 
Nd [2], and Pu behave similarly during fractionation. We are cur-
rently attempting to investigate the additional effects of geo-
chemical fractionation of Pu from U by comparing Xe isotopes 
with REE/ U abundance ratios. 

 
References: [1] Turner G., Harrison T.M., Mojzsis S., Holland 

G. and Gilmour J. (2004). Science 306:89-91. [2] Jones J. H. 
(1982). Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 46:1793-1804. 
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Introduction:  In the scope of our efforts to include the 

metallic phase into computer models simulating the melting-
crystallization relationships in sub-chondritic systems [1, 2], a new 
version of the METEOMOD program [3] is presented. It is 
designed to study the effect of Fe-Ni metal precipitation on the 
evolution of high-temperature chondritic melts and partially molten 
meteoritic materials. 

Approach: To develop a model simulating equilibrium of Fe-
Ni alloys with chondritic liquids, we used two empirical equations 
of the Fe and Ni solubilities in silicate melts at 1 atm pressure [2], 
the metal stoichiometry equation (XNi+XFe=1) and thermodynamic 
relations describing activities of Fe and Ni in the metallic phase as 
a function of composition [4]. These relations have been combined 
in the SILMET program designed to calculate equilibrium 
temperature and composition of Fe-Ni metal at given fO2’s and 
liquid composition [1]. Now this code is incorporated into the 
METEOMOD program that can be applied to a variety of 
meteoritic systems to study the effects of oxygen fugacities and 
melt composition on the precipitation temperatures and 
composition of metal equilibrated with  sub-chondritic melts and 
mineral assemblages (Ol ± Opx ± Pig ± Aug ± Pl). 

Testing METEOMOD-2006:  The proposed model have been 
applied to two melts produced by melting of the Saint Severin LL 
chondrite at 1 atm and equilibrated with Metal+ Ol+Opx at 1200°C 
(logfO2 = -12.9) and 1300°C (logfO2 = -11.70) [5]. While the 
authors have not analyzed the experimental glasses for Ni, they 
found 33 and 39 mole % Ni in the metal at 1200°C and 1300°C, 
respectively. A series of isobaric calculations at variable Ni 
contents in the melts (10-100 ppm with 5 ppm increment) allowed 
us to obtain the metal containing 31.5 mole % Ni at 30 ppm Ni in 
the “1200°C” melt. Similar calculations for the “1300°C” 
composition produced the metal with 35.5 mole % Ni at  65 ppm 
Ni in the melt.  

Other results:  Additional calculations were carried out at 
different NiO contents in the bulk Saint Severin melt and variable 
logfO2’s (from –7 to –15) to constrain fields of stability of high-
temperature “taenite” and “kamacite”. An important conclusion is 
that even low NiO contents of 0.01-0.02 wt% may result in 
precipitation of metallic iron at logfO2’s approximately one unit 
higher as compared to those of Ni-free system [6]. 

References:  [1] Ariskin A.A. et al. 1996. 27th Lunar and 
Planetary Science Conference.  pp. 37-38. [2] Borisov A.A. and 
Ariskin A.A. 27th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference.  pp. 
133-134. [3] Ariskin A.A. et al. 1997. Meteoritics & Planetary 
Science 32: 123-133. [4] Tomiska J. and Neckel A. 1985. Berichte 
der Bunsen Gesellschaft fur Physikalische Chemie 89: 1104-1109. 
[5] Jurewich A.J.G. et al. 1995. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta  59: 
391-408. [6] Ariskin A.A. et al. 2006. This volume. 
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